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1. Introduction and welcome 
 

Dear Student, 

 

We have pleasure in welcoming you to this module on Production and operations management and trust 

that you will have a pleasant, stimulating and most successful year of study. If you grasp the potential 

economic impact of “adding value”, then you will agree that a country's economic growth depends directly on 

this. The importance of this subject discipline can therefore only be fully appreciated if the contribution of 

productive transformation processes in the economy is understood. 

 

This tutorial letter refers to module MNO2601: Production and operations management, and contains 

specific information about the assignments, feedback on the assignments, the availability of the lecturers, the 

format and the guidelines for the examination, among other things. 

 

It is imperative to study Tutorial Letter MNALLEQ/301/4/2012 

thoroughly as it provides important information on general aspects 

pertaining to all undergraduate modules. 

   

 
 

2. Purpose of and outcomes for the module
 

The purpose of the unit standard is to equip learners with knowledge and skills related to a basic 

understanding of the role and functioning of production and operations management, selected design and 

planning tasks and responsibilities of production and operation managers and productivity management with 

regards to the management of operations in organisations. 

 

Learning Outcome 1:  

Learners can understand the functioning and contribution of as well as appreciate the importance of 

production and operations management (POM) in businesses, organisations or other institutions in South 

Africa. 
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Learning Outcome 2:  

Learners can be conversant with the use of selected productivity terminology and explain the basic 

components of a productivity management model. 

 

Learning Outcome 3:  

Learners can understand certain selected aspects involved in the design of the POM system and demonstrate 

their practical application. 

 

Learning Outcome 4:  

Learners can understand certain selected aspects involved in planning and the control of the POM system and 

demonstrate their practical application. 

 

3. Lecturer and contact details 
 

Your lecturer for this subject is Barnes Sookdeo.  

He can be contacted on 012- 429 4220 or via email at busman@unisa.ac.za.  Personal visits should please 

be pre-arranged by making an appointment. Should the lecturer be busy with consultation and is not available, 

please leave a message on the answering machine. He will then contact you. The best way to make contact 

with your lecturer, which we have found over the last few years, is to write and send an e-mail (electronic 

mail). The lecturer can then send you a written answer as soon as he is back at office. 

 A final request: please do not wait until the last moment before contacting us. Usually it is only a day or two 

before the scheduled examination date that we receive literally thousands of desperate calls! 

 

NOTE: 

You should only contact the lecturers about academic matters.  Any other enquiries should rather be taken up 

with the relevant department or section concerned. Use the guidelines which appear in Tutorial Letter 

MNALLEQ/301/4/2012. All queries should be directed to 012- 429 4220 or via email at busman@unisa.ac.za.   

Address: Room 3-40, AJH van der Walt Building 

   Muckleneuk Campus, Pretoria 
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Letters should be sent to: 

  Barnes Sookdeo  

  Department of Business Management 

  PO Box 392 

 UNISA, 0003 

                                                      

If you need to contact the university, about matters not related to the content of this module, please consult 

your publication Mystudies @ Unisa that you received with your tutorial matter. This brochure contains 

information on how to contact the University  (e.g. to whom you can write for different queries, important 

telephone and fax numbers, addresses and details of the times certain facilities are open). Always have your 

student number at hand when you call the university. 

Enquiries will then be channelled to the correct department. The details are as follows: 

  

   Fax number (RSA)   012 429 4150 

   Fax number (International)  +27 12 429 4150 

   E-mail     info@unisa.ac.za 

 

4. Module related resources 
 

4.1. Study guides 

The tutorial matter for this module (MNO2601) consists of the following: 

 

Material supplied by UNISA: 

• Your MNO2601 study guide 

• A number of tutorial letters 
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IMPORTANT NOTE REGARDING YOUR STUDY GUIDE 

Your study guide refers to certain case studies which are not included in the prescribed textbook. These 

case studies are included in Annexure C of this Tutorial Letter. The Annexure includes a reference table 

so that you may easily locate the relevant case studies. 

 

If you have access to the internet, you can view the study guides and tutorial letters for the modules for 

which you have registered on the University’s online campus, myUnisa @ http://www.unisa.ac.za. 

Note:    

Some of this tutorial matter may not necessarily be available when you register. Tutorial matter that is 

not available when you register will be posted to you as soon as possible. 

 

4.2. Prescribed books 

The prescribed textbook for MNO2601 which you will need to acquire is: 

 

Pycraft. et al. 2010. Operations management: Global and Southern African Perspectives, 2nd 

Edition. South Africa. Pearson Education. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE REGARDING YOUR PRESCRIBED TEXTBOOK 

The Pycraft. et al. 2010 2nd Edition is a new South African version of the Slack, Chambers & Johnston 

2007 5th Edition which is currently out of print.  

 

NB:  

READ THE NOTE ON PAGE 5 OF THIS TUTORIAL LETTER REGARDING THE STUDY GUIDE AND 

CASE STUDIES. WE STRONGLY ADVISE THAT YOU ACQUIRE THE PRESCRIBED BOOK 

IMMEDIATELY TO AVOID ANY POSSIBLE DELAY IN YOUR STUDIES. 

 

The study guide serves both as a manual for studying the prescribed textbook, and as a source of 

additional information about certain aspects of the syllabus. 
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myUnisa  
 

If you have access to a computer that is linked to the Internet, you can quickly access resources and 

information at the university. The myUnisa learning management system is Unisa’s online campus 

that will help you to communicate with your lecturers, with other students and with the administrative 

departments of Unisa – all through the computer and the internet. 

To go to myUnisa Website, start at the main Unisa website, http://www.unisa.ac.za and then click on 

the “Login to myUnisa” link on the right hand side of the screen. This should take you to the myUnisa 

website. You can also go there directly by typing in: 

http://www.unisa.ac.za. 

Please consult your publication Mystudies @ Unisa that you received with your study material for 

more information on myUnisa. 

 

4.3. Electronic Reserves (E-Reserves) 

There are no E-Reserves for this module. 
 

 
4.4. Recommended books 
 

There are no recommended books for this subject. 

 
4.5. Reading lists 

There are no reading lists for this module. 

 

5. Student support services for the module 
 

Please note that unfortunately, NO discussion classes for this module will be presented at any of the Unisa 
centres. 

 

6. Module-specific study plan
 

Refer to the myStudies @ Unisa brochure for general time management and planning skills.   
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Library services: 

Students requiring books are recommended to use the online request function on OASIS, the library’s 

catalogue. Go to http://oasis.unisa.ac.za  

You will need a library PIN for most of your library transactions. To create your PIN or if you have 

problems with it, go to http://oasis.unisa.ac.za 

Enquiries about books requested should be addressed to bib-circ@unisa.ac.za; telephonic enquiries 

can be made at +27 12 429 3133/3134.  

 

7. Module practical work 
 
 
See calculations tutorial available on myUnisa for assistance with your assignments and examination 
preparation 

  

 
8. Assessments 

 

8.1. Assignments 
 

Assignments are seen as part of the learning material for this module. As you do the assignment, study the 

reading texts, consult other sources, discuss the work with fellow students or tutors or do research, you 

are actively engaged in learning. 

Please note: 

Enquiries about assignments (e.g. whether or not the University has received your assignment or the date 

on which the assignment was returned to you) must be addressed to 012- 429 4220 or via email at 

busman@unisa.ac.za. You might also find information on myUnisa website http://www.unisa.ac.za. 
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Consult Tutorial Letter MNALLEQ/301/4/2012 about the following: 

•  administrative matters with regard to the assignment 

•  guidelines on answering essay-type questions 

•  key concepts on which you will be examined 

 

 

The assignments for this module for both the first and second semesters appear in Annexure A. The 

solutions to and feedback on Assignment 03 for both semesters are contained in Annexure D. Note 

This assignment is a self-assessment assignment. Also, please note that although you have received 

the solutions to and feedback on this assignment with this tutorial letter just after your registration, we 

suggest that you follow your normal study programme and only consult Annexure D after you have 

completed the relevant portion of the work and done the assignment on your own.  You will receive 

the feedback on Assignments 01 and 02 in the last tutorial letter of the semester 

(MNO2601/201/3/2012). 

 

For detailed information and requirements as far as assignments are concerned, see the brochure 

Mystudies @ Unisa that you received with your study material. 

To submit an assignment via myUnisa: 

•  Go to myUnisa. 
•  Log in with your student number and password. 
•  Select the module.  
•  Click on assignments in the menu on the left-hand side of the screen.  
•  Click on the assignment number you wish to submit. 
•  Follow the instructions. 

 

 
 

8.2. Commentaries and feedback on assignments 
 

The University of South Africa has adopted a policy of compulsory assignments for all modules since 2009. 

Both Assignments 01 and 02 for MNO2601 are compulsory assignments. Moreover, you must submit 

ASSIGNMENT 01 in order to obtain admission to the examination.  
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As pointed out above, admission to the examination will be obtained by your submission of ASSIGNMENT 01 

on time regardless of the mark you obtained for this assignment. Failure to submit ASSIGNMENT 01 on / 

before the due date will mean that you will not be admitted to the examination, regardless of whether or not 

you have submitted Assignment 02 and obtained a year mark. 

 

You will receive feedback on both the assignments in Tutorial Letter MNO2601/201/3/2012. 

 

VERY IMPORTANT

Please ensure that your assignments reach us on or before the due 

dates. You will not be admitted to the examination if Assignment 01 

is submitted later than the due date. Please do not phone us with a 

request to be admitted to the examination if you did not submit 

Assignment 01, or if you submitted it later than the due date. 

 

Different unique numbers are allocated to the two assignments for the first and the second semesters. Please 

make sure that you provide the correct unique number on the mark-reading sheet.  Both the compulsory and 

self-assessment assignments for 2011 for the module MNO2601 are set out in Appendix A of this tutorial 

letter. The same assignments are set for both semesters. 

 

8.3. Submission dates 
 

The following shows the due dates for assignment 1 and 2 for the first and second semesters. Please note 

that no extension on the due dates will be granted.   

YOU MUST SUBMIT YOUR ASSIGNMENTS ON TIME! TRY AND SUBMIT YOUR ASSIGNMENT A 

WEEK IN ADVANCE OF THE DUE DATE. 

 

Assignment 

number 

First semester Second semester 

Due

Date 

Unique

number 

Due

Date 

Unique 
number 

 

01 

 

12 March 2012 

 

338831 

 

31 August 2012 

 

380948 

 

02 

 

09 April 2012 

 

392984  

 

28 Sept. 2012 

 

251039  
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9. Examinations 
 

 

9.1. Examination admission 
 

Formative assessment for MNO2601 takes place by means of a year mark system. Please again note 

that the two above mentioned assignments are compulsory. You will be allocated a mark 

(percentage) for Assignment 01 (which must be submitted in order to gain examination admission) 

and a mark (percentage) for Assignment 02. These two marks (percentages) will be added together 

and divided by two.  

This average percentage mark is referred to as your year mark. The year mark and your examination 

mark (the mark that you achieve in the examination) will be combined to calculate your final mark.  

Your final mark for this module will therefore consist of a combination of the year mark 
(average assignment mark / percentage) and the examination mark. The year mark will contribute 

a maximum of 10% to the final mark for the module, while the examination mark will contribute 90%.  

 

9.2. How will this work in practice? 
 

Irrespective of the year mark obtained, a sub-minimum of 40% must be obtained in the examination. 

You will therefore not pass the module if your examination mark is less than 40%. 

Please study the following examples of how the year mark may contribute to the final mark: 

 

Example 1: 

The learner submits both the compulsory Assignments 01 and 02 and earns an average year mark of 

50%. This year mark of 50% is then multiplied by 0,1 which equals 5% of the final mark. If the learner 

obtains 35 out of a possible 70 marks in the examination (ie 50%), this percentage is then multiplied 

by 0,9 which equals 45% of the final mark. The year mark and the examination mark are then 

combined (5% + 45%) to give a final mark of 50% for the module. 

 

Example 2: 

The learner submits both the compulsory Assignments 01 and 02 and obtains an average year mark 

of 60%. This year mark multiplied by 0,1 gives 6% of the final  mark. The learner then obtains 44 out 
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of 70 marks (or 63%) in the examination. This figure is then multiplied by 0,90 to give 56.7%. The two 

results are then combined to give a final mark of 63% (6% + 56.7%) for the module. 

 

Example 3: 

The learner submits both the compulsory Assignments 01 and 02 and earns an average year mark of 

30%. This year mark of 30% is then multiplied by 0,1 which equals 3% of the final mark. If the learner 

obtains 35 out of a possible 70 marks in the examination (ie 50%), this percentage is then multiplied 

by 0,9 which equals 45% of the final mark. The year mark and the examination mark are then 

combined (3% + 45%) to give a final mark of 48% for the module. This learner thus does not pass the 

module although he/she passed the examination. Your year mark can thus be critical for determining 

whether you pass or fail the module!   

 

Example 4: 

The learner submits both the compulsory Assignments 01 and 02 and  earns an average year mark of 

100%. This year mark of 100% is then multiplied by 0,1 which equals 10% of the final mark. If the 

learner obtains 31 out of a possible 70 marks in the examination (ie 44%), this percentage is then 

multiplied by 0,9 which equals 40% of the final mark. The year and the examination mark are then 

combined (10% + 40%) to give a final mark of 50% for the module. This learner passes the module 

although he/she failed the examination – the student did, however, obtain a mark above the sub-

minimum of 40% for the examination. Again your year mark can thus be critical for determining 

whether you pass or fail the module!   

 

Example 5: 

The learner does not submit Assignment 01 although he/she obtains a mark of 100% for Assignment 

02. Because the learner did not submit Assignment 01 he/she will not be admitted to the examination 

and thus receives an examination mark of 0%. The learner will be awarded a final mark of 5% (0% for 

Assignment 01 + 100% for Assignment 02 = 100 divided by 2 = 50% multiplied by 0,1 = 5% [year 

mark] + 0% [examination mark] = 5% [final mark]).  

 

The completion of assignments provides an excellent opportunity for you to ensure that the work you do during 

the course of the year contributes towards you final assessment mark. If you should decide not to use this 

opportunity in full you will be at a definite disadvantage compared to those learners who grab the opportunity 

with both arms. You are therefore advised and encouraged to do ALL the assignments and obtain a good year 

mark in order to get the full benefit of this system of assessment.  
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9.3. Examination period 

Please note that the examination for the first semester will be written in May/June 2012 and the 

second semester will be written in October/November 2012. 

9.4. Examination paper 

Please note that the examination will cover the whole syllabus (all parts, topics and study units) for the 

module MNO2601. The examination is a "closed book" examination and you must therefore know, 

understand and be able to apply ALL the work including, formulas, etc. We therefore urge you not to 

leave out or ignore any part of the study material in your final preparations for the examination. 

 

The format of the examination paper consists of a combination of both multiple-choice (similar to 

those used in Assignments 01 and 02) and essay-type questions (similar to those used in Assignment 

03). 

The examination paper is worth 70 marks and will consist of two sections. Section A contains the 

multiple-choice questions (10 questions will be asked which will count 1 mark each, constituting 10 

out of the examination total of 70 marks or 14%). Section B contains the essay questions. There will 

be three questions, each of which will count 30 marks, the questions will have subsections as in the 

assignments, and you will have to select two (for 60 marks out of the examination total of 70 marks or 

86%). The duration of the examination will be two hours. 

   

9.5. Previous examination papers 
 

The examination papers of previous years ARE NOT AVAILABLE.  However, both the multiple-choice 

and essay type questions in the examination are similar to those in the assignments. 

9.6. Tutorial letter with information on the examination 
To help you in your preparation for the examination, you will receive a tutorial letter that will explain 

the format of the examination paper.  

Refer to the myStudies @ Unisa brochure for general examination guidelines and examination 
preparation guidelines. 
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10.  Concluding remarks 
 

 
10.1. Concluding remarks 

 
 

We wish you a successful year of study and we hope that you will find this module interesting and 

stimulating. We are convinced that this module can make a significant contribution to both your 

personal and your professional development. Feel free to consult us at any time, in person or in 

writing, should you encounter any problems in your studies with regard to academic matters. 

  Yours sincerely 

 

Barnes Sookdeo                

Senior Lecturer:  Management Services      

Department of Business Management 

Section: Operations Management 
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11. Assignments for 2012 

 
11.1. Assignment 01 
 

 

     

 

 

 

ASSIGNMENT 01                       COMPULSORY ASSIGNMENT 

Semester Due date Unique number 

1st 12 March 2012 338831 

2nd 31 August 2012 380948

 

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS                                             (15 marks) 

 

Answer the following fifteen (15) multiple-choice questions. Each question is of equal value and is allocated 
one (1) mark. No negative marking will be applied. 

TOPIC 1: STUDY UNIT 1 
 

1. Study case study 1 entitled “IKEA” in annexure B of this tutorial letter and then indicate which two 
of the following statements are incorrect. 

 

a. All types of businesses, even IKEA, have a production/-operations function because they all produce 
some type of an output – be it goods (products) and/or services. 

 

b. In order for IKEA’s production/operation function to be considered effective, it must use its resources 
efficiently and produce goods and/or render services in such a way that it satisfies its customers/clients. 

 

c. The marketing function of IKEA would be the primary contributor to ensure smooth customer flows, a 
clean, well-designed work environment, sufficient goods to satisfy demand, and a continuous stream of 
ideas to improve performance. 

 

d. IKEA is a furniture retailer and its production/operations management would not be considered particularly 
important because it does not physically manufacture the furniture itself or provide supplementary services 
such as the delivery of items, supervised children’s play areas, and so on. 

 

This assignment for module MNO2601 only covers the multiple-choice 
questions for topic 1 (study unit 1), topic 2 (study unit 2), topic 3 (study 

units 3 and 4), topic 4 (study units 5 and 6). 

The assignment is applicable to both the FIRST and the SECOND 
semesters. 
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e. If the production/operations function of IKEA is effective and regularly comes up with creative, innovative 
and improved ways of producing goods and services, it will provide the means for its long-term survival by 
exploiting its competitive advantages. 

 

1 ab 
2 bc 
3 cd 
4 de 
5 ae 
 

2. Study case study 2 entitled “SWATCH revolutionizes watch manufacture” in annexure B of this 
tutorial letter and then indicate which two of the following statements are correct. 

 

a. SWATCH’s production/operations function is central to its business because the marketing function, on the 
left, identifies the customer/client needs while finance, on the right, ensures that creditors are paid 
regularly. 

 
b. Part of SWATCH’s success was its ability to produce a plastic-cased watch in high volumes at low cost.  

This was done through automation and rigid standardisation of the watch’s internal mechanisms, both of 
which fall directly within the scope of production/operations management. 

 
c. Unlike those of SWATCH, the typical production/operations functional activities of a university would 

include transferring knowledge, conducting research and serving the community at large through informal 
certificate programmes. 

 
d. Support functions at SWATCH, such as marketing, accounting, finance and purchasing, did not play such 

a significant role as the production/operations function did. 
 
f. Failures that stem from the production/operations function of SWATCH could include the uninterrupted 

flow of goods, poor quality, low cost and slow response time. 
 

1 ab 
2 bc 
3 cd 
4 de 
5 ae 
 

3. The sequence or flow of goods and/or services in the transformation model is as follows: 
 

1 Input➔Output➔Market 

2 Input➔Transformation process➔Market 

3 Needs➔Input➔Transformation process➔Market➔Output 

4 Input➔Transformation process➔Output 

5 Needs➔Transformation process➔Market 
 

4. Which three of the following statements are correct? 
 

a. All operations of all types of businesses produce goods or render services, or do both these things in 
varying proportions by a process of transformation. 

 
b. Transformed input resources comprise the following: materials, information and customer/clients. 
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c. The difference between transforming and transformed input resources, respectively, lies in their position 
relative to the output resources. 

 
d. A dominant transformed material resource, such as a factory plant, would be found in all types of 

manufacturing operations. 
 
e. After having gone through either materials, information or customer processing, outputs emerge in the 

form of goods or services which are generally different because of tangibility, storability, transportability 
and customer/client contact.  

 

1 abc 
2 bcd 
3 cde 
4 ade 
5 abe 
 
5. Match the description of the operation in column I with the appropriate example in column II. 
 

COLUMN I COLUMN II 

(a) High variety (i) Taxi transport 

(b) High volume (ii) Butchery 

(c) High degree of customer/client contact (iii) Fuelling station 

(d) High variation in demand (iv) Bakery  

      

1 (a)-(iv) (b)-(iii) (c)-(ii) (d)-(i) 
2 (a)-(i) (b)-(ii) (c)-(iii) (d)-(iv) 
3 (a)-(iii) (b)-(ii) (c)-(iv) (d)-(i) 
4 (a)-(ii) (b)-(iii) (c)-(i) (d)-(iv) 
6 (a)-(iv) (b)-(ii) (c)-(iii) (d)-(i) 
 

6. Which three of the following statements are incorrect? 
 

a. High variety means producing the same product a great many times. 
b. Customer/client contact means that customers/clients are able to see and touch the product. 
c. A bread bakery is example of high-variation operation. 
d. Operations can be classified along four dimensions, namely according to the level of their volume, 

variety, variation and degree of customer/client contact. 
e. One of the direct responsibilities of production/operations management is planning and controlling 

the operation. 
 
1 abc 
2 bde 
3 bcd 
4 ade 
5 bce 
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7. Which three of the following statements are incorrect? 
 

a The activities of production/operations management encompass five direct responsibilities, namely to 
understand the operation’s strategic objectives, to develop a production/ operations strategy, to design, 
to plan and control, and to improve the production/operations system. 

 

b The general model of production/operations management consists of two ideas: an input-transformation 
process-output model, which has a management overlay consisting of the direct and indirect 
responsibilities of production/-operations managers. 

 

c The production/operations system hierarchy consists of the internal reporting relationships between 
high-level, middle-level and low-level managers, supervisors and shop-floor workers. 

 

d An internal customer represents a person or group of people who over many years have attained the 
status of preferred trading party (ie VIP customer) while an internal supplier has similarly attained 
preferred trading status and acts as an extension of the primary business. 

 

e One of the advantages of buffering the production/operation system against disruptions originating from 
the external environment lies in the ability of the business to significantly reduce stocks of input and 
output resources. 

 
1 abc 
2 bcd 
3 cde 
4 abe 
5 acd 
 

TOPIC 2 :                    STUDY UNIT 2 

 

8. Which one of the following statements is incorrect? 
 

1 The performance objectives of the production/operation system reflect the expectations of the business 
regarding this function and the contribution it could make to the business’s competitiveness or strategic 
direction. 

 

2 Achieving production/operations performance objectives of high quality, speed and low cost and greater 
flexibility and dependability contributes toward the business in exploiting so-called 
production/operations-based advantages. 

 

3 Production/operations-based advantages may be seen as the result of something that the 
production/operations function did well and that is contributing to the long-term survival of the business. 

 

4 A flexibility rather than a speed advantage could be gained by the business if customers/clients received 
their goods and services on the dates on which they were promised. 
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5 If the production/operations function of a business is able to reduce the total transaction time it takes to 
complete a purchase, the beneficial result could be considered a speed advantage. 

 
 
9. Which one of the following statements is correct? 

 
1 “Doing things on time” in a business translates into a speed advantage. 
 
2 “Doing things cheaply” in a business usually results in having to do things over and thus nullifies the 

quality advantage. 
 
3 Being able to change things quickly in a business also brings about a dependability advantage. 

 
4 “Doing things right the first time” in a business has definite flexibility advantages. 

 
5 “Doing things fast” has direct benefits in terms of speed and indirectly leads to cost advantages because 

the business can respond to customer/client needs more quickly. 
 

TOPIC 3:                     STUDY UNIT 3 

 

10. Which three of the following statements are correct? 
 
a Productivity management may be viewed from two different levels: macro-economic and micro-

economic. 
 
b The multifactor productivity indicator is a broad measure of business effectiveness whereby multiple 

input factors (labour, capital, etc) are expressed in terms of actual outputs delivered. 
 
c The GDP (gross domestic product) per capita comprises the total value of the total output of a country 

divided by its total population and, in effect, reflects the relative wealth of the country. 
 
d South Africa is regarded as internationally unique when it comes to productivity performance because 

of its ethnic differences and the contrast between the advanced and backward sectors of the 
economy. 

 
e The competitive factors that are used in the World Competitiveness Yearbook (WCY) as published by 

the IMD (International Institute for Management Development) to rank different countries in the 
world in terms of competitiveness comprise: government intervention; economic resilience; business 
efficiency and productive capacity.  

 
1 abc 
2 bcd 
3 cde 
4 abe 
5 acd 
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TOPIC 3 :                               STUDY UNIT 4 

 
11. Which three of the following statements are correct? 
 
a. The micro productivity perspective examines productivity issues within the context of the individual 

business. 
 
b. Micro productivity is just as important as macro productivity, because ultimately the economy of the 

country as a whole is made up of individual firms and businesses. 
 
c. The concepts of “efficiency” and “utilisation” collectively refer to the “effectiveness” of the business. 
 
d. Productivity is only relevant to manufacturing enterprises where outputs can physically be counted (ie 

number of tables, motor vehicles, etc) and inputs can be valued. 
 
e. Productivity within the business is the product of technical efficiency and resource utilisation, which can 

be reduced to the value of usable outputs divided by the value of available inputs. 
 
1 abc 
2 bcd 
3 cde 
4 abe 
5 acd 
 
 
12. Which three of the following statements are incorrect? 
 
a. At the shop-floor and operations level, physical indicators can be used to compare productivity 

performance of the individual business, but only if the output is homogeneous. 
 
b. The NPI (National Production Institute) argues that if physical indicators only measure 

“effectiveness” and not “efficiency” it would be more appropriate to use value-added tax 
productivity measurement procedures. 

 
c. Productivity could further be enhanced if a direct link between pay and performance was accepted 

by labour unions and gain-sharing formulas were introduced into and supported by business. 
 
d. The sequence of the DPA (deterministic productivity accounting) productivity management process is 

as follows: productivity awareness → productivity commitment → productivity measurement → 
productivity accountability → productivity improvement. 

 
e. An increase in resource price will inevitably lead to an increase in product price in order to recover 

the higher costs of inputs, notwithstanding any increase in productivity performance. 
1 abc 
2 bcd 
3 cde 
4 bde 
5 acd 
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TOPIC 4                                                                 STUDY UNIT 5 

 
13. Study case study 3 entitled “BOEING brings its customers on board” in annexure B of this tutorial 

letter and then indicate which two of the following statements are correct. 

 
a. The purpose of the design activity in companies like BOEING is to come up with products/services 

which will satisfy the needs of customers/clients. 
 
b. Processes for the manufacture or delivery of services are designed by industrial engineers and 

therefore in a company like BOEING they should preferably be kept away from the physical product 
design and/or the intangible service design. 

 
c. Process and product/service designs for BOEING do not necessarily need to overlap because the first 

follows the latter and will automatically be tailored to suit the requirements of the design. 
 
e. Part of the success of BOEING in designing its new 777 aircraft was the close involvement of its 

passengers from the development of the concept to the specification of the final design. 
 
f. BOEING considered its customers’ requirements, including the requirements of major airlines such 

as British Airways, Japan Airways and Quantas. 
 
1 ab 
2 ae 
3 de 
4 ac 
5 bc 
 
14. Match the type of process in manufacturing and services in column I with the appropriate example(s) 

in column II. 
 

COLUMN I COLUMN II 
(a) Batch process (i) Shoe repair shop
(b) Mass process (ii) Paint manufacturer 
(c) Service shop (iii) Beer producer
(d) Professional service (iv) Optometrist

 
 
1 (a)-(iv) (b)-(iii) (c)-(ii) (d)-(i) 
2 (a)-(i) (b)-(ii) (c)-(iii) (d)-(iv) 
3 (a)-(iii) (b)-(ii) (c)-(iv) (d)-(i) 
4 (a)-(ii) (b)-(iii) (c)-(i) (d)-(iv) 
5 (a)-(iv) (b)-(ii) (c)-(iii) (d)-(i) 
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TOPIC 4                                                                 STUDY UNIT 6 

 
 
15. Study case study 4 entitled “Design principles at BRAUN AG and the new Braun Multimix” in 

annexure B of this tutorial letter and then indicate which two of the following statements are 
correct. 

 
a Industrial design principles that BRAUN followed in the design of its new “multimix” included usefulness, 

quality, ease of use, speed, and competitiveness. 
 
b The design principle of truthfulness that BRAUN upheld meant that advertising campaigns that dealt with 

emotional issues or played on human weaknesses were only used as a last resort and only if  they were 
proven to be truthful. 

 
c BRAUN’s design principles focus primarily on aesthetic properties, which is why many of their items are 

exhibited at the Centre Pompidou in Paris and the New York Museum of Modern Art.  
 
d The industrial design principle of “clarity” followed by BRAUN emphasises clear instructions on the 

operation of their products. 
 
e BRAUN’s corporate strategy focuses on products that have superior performance in terms of technical 

excellence and innovative designs.   
 
1 ab 
2 bc 
3 cd 
4 de 
5 ae 
 
 
 
TOTAL: ASSIGNMENT 01         15x1 mark = 15 marks 
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ASSIGNMENT 02                       COMPULSORY ASSIGNMENT 

Semester Due date Unique number 

1st 09 April 2012 392984 

2nd 28 September 2012 251039 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS                                       (15 marks) 
 
Answer the following fifteen (15) multiple-choice questions. Each question is of equal value and is allocated 
one (1) mark. No negative marking will be applied. 
 

TOPIC 5                                                                STUDY UNIT 7 

 

1. Which three of the following statements are correct? 
 
a The supply network consists of all the customer-supplier relationships that exist both on the demand 

and the supply side of the operation. 
 

b The total supply network consists exclusively of all the first-tier, second-tier and other tier suppliers.  
 

c Strategic decisions that need to be taken in relation to the supply network include the following: the 
configuration of the network itself (shape and extent of vertical integration), the location of the 
operation, and the long-term capacity of each part of the network. 

 
d The whole supply network needs to be considered in design decisions because it helps the business to 

understand how it can compete effectively, helps to identify the particularly significant links in the 
network, and helps the business to focus on its long-term position within the network. 

 
e The supply network design includes both the product/service design and the process design. 

 
 

This assignment for module MNO2601 only covers the multiple-choice 
questions for topic 5 (study unit 7), topic 6 (study unit 8), topic 7 (study 
unit 9), topic 8 (study units 10 and 11), topic 9 (study unit 12) and topic 

10 (study units 13 and 14). 

This assignment is applicable to both the FIRST and the SECOND 
semesters. 
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1 abc 
2 acd 
3 cde 
4 bde 
5 abe 
 
2. Which three of the following statements are incorrect? 
 
a The vertical integration of the capacity of a production/operations network determines to what 

extent the particular operation can exercise “control” over the purchase of its raw materials and the 
distribution of its final products. 

 
b In the case study 5 entitled “Moving into China” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the determining 

factor for locating the company in Shanghai was the great potential of the large new market. 
 
c In the case study 6 entitled “Why Japan invested in the UK” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the 

decisive factor in favour of the Japanese companies was their ability to train their employees in the 
Japanese ways of “Chu-zan” in order to increase their productivity. 

 
d In the long-term management of capacity, capacity-leading strategies guarantee sufficient demand 

for products to operate at optimum level. 
 
e The optimum capacity level of an operation is reached at the point where the total cost (which is the 

sum of the fixed and variable cost per unit) divided by the output (number of units produced) 
reaches a minimum. 

 
1 abc 
2 cde 
3 abd 
4 ace 
5 bcd 
 
 

TOPIC 6                                                                 STUDY UNIT 8 

 

3. Which two of the following statements are incorrect? 

a The sequence of the layout procedure of an operation involves the following: selecting the process 
type → selecting the basic layout type → doing the detailed design of the facility. 

b The process layout type involves locating the transforming resources along the sequence of the 
process or flow lines. 

c The fixed position layout type is used where the transformed resources move between the 
transforming resources. 

d The cell layout type is appropriate to operations where regular flow is both more important and 
feasible, as in the case of the product layout type. 

e The choice of basic layout type becomes more important when the flow of the manufacturing or 
service processes is greater in volume and less in variety. 
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1 ab 
2 bd 
3 cd 
4 bc 
5 ac 
 

4. Which two of the following statements are correct? 

 a In the case study 7 entitled “Fixed position layout at GEC Alsthom combined-cycle generators” in 
annexure B of this tutorial letter, the company was able to respond to market pressures for shorter 
lead times and lower prices by reducing its degree of dependence on manufacturing processes that 
are performed within their own factory. 

 b In the case study 8 entitled “Layout of Spar supermarket in Vorna Valley, Gauteng” in annexure B of 
this tutorial letter, the company was able to respond to customers by adopting a product layout 
whereby similar products, such as the packaged foods or vegetables, were placed together. 

 c In the case study 9 entitled “Shandon Scientific Limited” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the 
company reorganised its production around cells which made shorter lead times and less inventory 
possible and improved on their customer satisfaction levels. 

 d In the case study 10 entitled “The passenger terminal at Johannesburg International Airport” in 
annexure B of this tutorial letter, the airport adopted a fixed position layout (all the passengers 
arrive and depart from the same main building) because the service processes resemble a mass 
service. 

 e In all the case studies referred to above, it is evident that the dominant layout type determines the 
selection of the basic process type in manufacturing and service provision. 

1 ab 
2 bd 
3 cd 
4 bc 
5 ac 

 

TOPIC 7                                                                 STUDY UNIT 9 

 

5. Which three of the following statements are incorrect? 

 

a The elements of job design include determining what the task is, where it should be performed, who is 
responsible for supervising the execution and when it should be completed. 

 
b From a historical perspective, the approaches to job design practice have become more and more human 

oriented. 
 
c The division of labour reduces the monotony of work, increases flexibility among the workforce, and 

promotes faster learning by specialisation. 
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d Method study is a scientific management approach which concentrates on determining and speeding up 

the time it takes to carry out a specific task by an average worker. 
e In case study 11 entitled “Method study at Intel” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the company 

successfully applied method study techniques and was thereby able to reduce the number of elements of 
a particular job in a non-manufacturing environment. 

 

1 abc 
2 abd 
3 acd 
4 cde 
5 bcd 
 
6. The layout of an operation is concerned with the physical location of the transforming resources and 

also focuses on the way transformed resources flow through the whole operation. 
Which one of the following matches of layout types to the description/advantage/disadvantage and 
example is correct? 

 

Basic layout type Description/advantage/disadvantage Example 

1 Fixed-position 
layout 

Can mean much movement of plant and staff, 
scheduling of space and activities can be difficult. 

Open-heart surgery 

2 Process layout Transformed resources entering the operation are pre-
selected to move to one part of the operation which 
may either be a process or a product layout. 

Maternity unit in 
hospital 

3 Cell layout The needs of the transforming resources dominate the 
layout decision. 

General ward in a 
hospital 

4 Product layout Each transforming resource is unique and requires 
different actions and therefore follows a different 
route. 

Mass-immunisation 
programme 

5 Functional layout The flow is clear, predictable and relatively easy to 
control and results in low unit cost for high volume. 

Self-service cafeteria 
in the hospital 

 

 

TOPIC 8                                                         STUDY UNIT 10 

 

7. Which three of the following statements are correct? 
 
a The planning and control activities in production/operations management reconcile the supply of the 

operation’s products or services with the demand for them by customers/clients. 
 
b The resources of the operation need to be planned and controlled to ensure their availability in the right 

quantity, at the right time and with the appropriate quality. 
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c The constraints placed on the planning and control task in operations include constraints related to cost, 

quality and speed, which are the result of an infinite supply of resources which must be met by limited 
demand. 

 
d Planning and control in operations go hand-in-hand.  Long-term control is, however, more important 

than short-term planning because of the potential to influence decisions. 
 
e In case study 12 entitled “Operations control at British Airways” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the 

performance of the operations control team is evaluated in terms of the regularity and punctuality of all 
BA flights. 

 
1 abc 
2 abe 
3 acd 
4 cde 
5 bcd 
 
8. Which three of the following statements are incorrect? 
 
a The nature of the decisions that are taken to plan and control an operation will depend largely on the 

extent of uncertainty in supply and demand. 
 
b Dependent demand planning and control can only be exercised where the demand for the item based on 

some other known factor is reasonably certain and predictable. 
 
c The demand time D (length of time that customers have to wait for the product) will always be greater 

than the throughput time P (the time it takes the operation to deliver the product to the customer) in 
“make-to-stock” operations. 

 
d The scheduling activity as part of the planning and control task in operations determines which tasks 

must be performed before (or have priority over) others. 
 
e In case study entitled “The hospital Triage system” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the hospital 

follows a strict FIFO sequencing and scheduling priority system. 
 
1 abc 
2 abe 
3 acd 
4 cde 
5 bcd 

 

TOPIC 8                                                               STUDY UNIT 11 

 

9. Which three of the following statements are correct? 
 
a Capacity planning and control (or aggregate planning and control) reconcile the supply of capacity with 

the level of demand the operation must satisfy on an aggregate basis. 
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b A 500-vehicle capacity city-centre car park, where on average the users only park or leave their vehicles 
for two hours, effectively has a total capacity of 5 000 cars per day if the car park is open for 10 hours per 
day. 

 
c The steps taken in aggregate capacity planning and control are firstly to measure aggregate demand and 

capacity, secondly to identify alternative capacity plans, and thirdly to choose the most appropriate 
capacity plan. 

 
d In the case of service operations, high under-utilisation levels make level capacity plans very expensive 

and would only be considered if the opportunity cost of lost sales were also very high. 
 
e The difference between utilisation and efficiency in the use of capacity lies in the measurement of the 

actual output rather than in its expression in terms of design capacity. 
 
1 abc 
2 abe 
3 ace 
4 cde 
5 bcd 
 
10. Which three of the following statements are incorrect? 

 
a In case study 14 entitled “Capacity management at Eurocamp” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the 

company mainly follows a chase demand capacity plan in hiring couriers to take care of the customers 
and the camping equipment. 
 

b In case study 14 referred to above, the company should rather follow a level capacity plan in employing 
their computer-based telesales staff because these are highly trained personnel and are only used during 
the peak period from November to March each year. 
 

c In case study 15 entitled: “Getting the message” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, card manufacturers 
like Hallmark Cards have overcome the seasonality found in the greeting card industry by adopting 
managed-demand capacity plans where “non-occasion” cards are promoted in off-seasonal periods. 

 
d In case study 16 entitled “Three-phase production at Boots” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the 

company adopts a mixed capacity plan by following a chase demand plan in phase two of production if 
the weather patterns are good and a level capacity plan if they are poor. 

 
e As illustrated in the figure below, the chocolate factory, at 120 cumulative productive days, finds itself in 

an “over-supply” situation where less is produced than the volume of demand. 
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 J F M A M J J A S O N D 

Demand 
(tonnes/month) 

100 150 175 150 200 300 350 500 650 450 200 100

Productive days 
 

20 18 21 21 22 22 21 10 21 22 21 18

Demand 
(tonnes/day) 

5 8.3 8.3 7.14 9.52 13.6 16.7 50 30.95 20.5 9.52 5.56

Cumulative days 
 

20 38 59 80 102 124 145 155 176 198 219 237

Cumulative 
demand 

100 250 425 575 775 1075 1425 1925 2575 3025 3225 3325

Cumulative pro-
duction (tonnes) 

281 533 828 1122 1431 1740 2023 2175 2469 2778 3073 3325

Ending inventory 
(tonnes) 

181 283 403 547 656
 

715 609 250 -106 -247 -150 0
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1 abc 
2 cde 
3 bde 
4 acd 
5 bcd 
 

TOPIC 9                                                               STUDY UNIT 12 

 

11. Which three of the following statements are correct? 
 

a Materials requirements planning systems reconcile the supply of products and services with the demand 
for them by calculating the volume and timing of materials flow in independent demand conditions. 

 
b Inputs to the MRP process include the demand management inputs (comprising known customer orders 

and realistic forecast of demand in the future), the bills of materials and inventory records. 
 
c In case study 17 entitled “Overcoming forecast problems at Racal recorders” in annexure B of this 

tutorial letter, problems of demand forecast followed the independent nature of demand of customer 
orders. 

 
d Outputs of the MRP process include purchase orders (both the quantity and time required), materials 

plans and works orders. 
 
e In case study 18 entitled “Staedtler: manufacturing and the use of MRP” in annexure B of this tutorial 

letter, the MRP system is initially analysed in order to ensure that the weekly loadings on each work 
centre are realistic. 

 
1 abd 
2 cde 
3 bde 
4 acd 
5 bcd 
 
 
12. Study the example of the level master production schedule illustrated in the table below.  If the 

quantity of sales orders is 9 in week 5, what would the quantity of available-to-promise (ATP) for 
week 7 be? 

 
 

 WEEK NUMBER 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Demand 10 10 10 10 15 15 15 20 20 

Sales orders 10 10 10 8 4  

Available 31 32 33 34 30 26 22 13 4 

ATP 31 1 1 3 7 11 11 11 11 

MPS 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 

On hand  30  
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1 16 
2 11 
3 5 
4 2 
5 7 
 

TOPIC 10                                                               STUDY UNIT 13 

 

13. Which three of the following statements are correct? 
 
a The dilemma of inventory management is, on the one hand, the high cost and other disadvantages of 

holding stock, and on the other hand, the security that holding stock provides in complex operations. 
 
b Inventories are a practical necessity and exist because of an imbalance between the timing of supply and 

demand for material resources. 
c To manage the inventory system, decisions of volume (how much to order), timing (when to order) and 

place (where to order) need  to be taken regularly. 
 
d The EOQ of an item with a yearly demand of 2 000, order cost of R25 per order, purchase price of R60 per 

item and inventory holding cost of 20 percent of the purchase cost is approximately R91.00. 
 
e Seasonal items may be held in anticipation inventory and encompass stock that is produced ahead of 

actual demand. 
 
1 abc 
2 cde 
3 bde 
4 abe 
5 bcd 
 
 
14. Which three of the following statements are incorrect? 
 
a Pipeline inventory represents safety stock to counter significant but relatively predictable demand and 

supply fluctuations. 
 
b In case study 19 entitled “Should we re-order? - the Marks and Spencer approach” in annexure B of this 

tutorial letter, a danger of their “ruthless” approach to re-ordering could be that stocks of items are not 
available when needed. 

 
c If the demand for an item is 2 000 per year, the cost of placing an order is R25, the purchase price is R60 

per item and the inventory holding cost is 20 percent of the purchase cost, the optimum time interval 
between orders would be one month. 

 
 
 
d The ABC system of prioritising inventory is based on the 80/20 rule, whereby 80 percent of the value of 

the operation’s inventory is made up of only 20 percent of all stocked items. 
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e In case study 20 entitled “The National Blood Service” in annexure B of this tutorial letter, the blood 
transfusion service is faced with a complex inventory control task because of the high variety of blood 
types, the uncertainty regarding both supply and demand, and the perishability of their “products”. 

 
1 abc 
2 cde 
3 bde 
4 abe 
5 bcd 
 

TOPIC 10                                                               STUDY UNIT 14 

 

15. Which of the following statements is/are incorrect? 
 
a Supply chains represent the channels or strands of linked operations through which goods and services 

flow into the operation (on the supply side) and out of the operation (on the demand side.) 
 
b Materials management as an integrated concept refers to the management of the flow of materials and 

information through the immediate supply chain and includes both purchasing and physical distribution 
management. 

 
c Logistics, as an extension of the concept of physical distribution management, refers to the total flow of 

finished goods downstream from the operation, through distributions channels to the end customer. 
 
 
d Supply chain management is a much broader, more ambitious and strategically significant concept which 

views the entire supply chain as a system to be managed, even across company boundaries, for the 
benefit of the end customer. 

 
e Integrated concepts such as materials management, merchandising, logistics and supply chain 

management focus upon managing the flow of materials across the traditional functional boundaries of 
purchasing, operations and physical distribution. 

 
1  none 
2 abc 
3 de 
4 ac 
5 acde 
 
 

 TOTAL: ASSIGNMENT 02    15x1 = 15 Marks 
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ASSIGNMENT 03 SELF-ASSESSMENT 

This assignment covers the essay-type questions for all 10 
topics and 14 study units of the MNO2601 module.  

This assignment is applicable to both the first and the 
second semesters. 

 

QUESTION 1      (30 marks) 
 
1.1.  Describe the operations of the following organisations using the transformation process model. 

Carefully identify the transforming resources, the transformed resources, the type of transformation 
process and the outputs from the transformation process: 

 
•  Johannesburg International Airport                          (10) 
•  Pick ’n Pay Supermarkets                                            (10) 

       [20] 
 

1.2. Using an example of your own choice, describe how the cost of the operation might be affected by 
changing the levels of performance of quality, speed, dependability and flexibility.    [5] 

 
 

1.3. Describe the macro perspective of productivity management and discuss how it could be improved 
in South Africa.             [5] 

 
Subtotal:  Question 1                                                                  30 MARKS      
 
 
QUESTION 2 (30 marks) 
 
2.1. Describe the micro perspective of productivity management and discuss how it could be improved in 
South Africa.       [5] 
 
2.2. Describe the activity of designing a new product or service of your choice in terms of the transformed 
and transforming resources, the activity and the outputs.       [5] 
 
2.3. Identify the type of layout that might be adopted by the following organisations, explaining the reasons 
for your choice: 

 
•  an organisation like ABSA Bank                                           (5) 
•  a borehole drilling business                                             (5) 
       [10] 

2.4.  A Hong Kong company specialising in the manufacture of garden furniture has decided to establish a 
distribution centre in Europe. The possible locations are Birmingham, Amsterdam and Belgrade. Several 
criteria have been scored out of 100 (see table below). The Managing Director considers the cost of land 
and the distribution costs to be three times as important as the labour turnover and housing availability 
and twice as important as the market access and expansion possibilities. Which location should the 
company adopt? 
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Factor Birmingham Amsterdam Belgrade 

Cost of land 60 50 80 
Distribution costs 15 70 60 
Expected annual labour 
turnover 

30 30 70 

Housing availability 60 20 75 
Market access 50 60 55 
Expansion possibilities 70 20 80 

   [10] 

Subtotal: Question 2                                                                 30 MARKS      

 

QUESTION 3      (30 marks) 
 
3.1.  A university’s printing department uses paper at the rate of 86 packets per day. A pack of paper costs 

R20 and the annual stock-holding cost is calculated at 10 per cent of the cost of the paper. If its costs 
R250 every time an order is placed and the department work 250 days in the year, what is the EOQ for 
the paper? If it takes three days between placing an order and receiving it, what is the re-order point at 
which an order should be placed?       [5] 

 
3.2. A company manufactures product A which is made up of one unit of B, and half a unit of C. Each unit of 

B is made up of one unit of D, two units of E, and one unit of F. Each unit of C needs half a unit of G and 
three units of H. The lead times to manufacture all these components are as follows:  

 
 A 2 weeks E 3 weeks 
 B 1 week F 1 week 
 C 2 weeks G 2 weeks 
 D 2 weeks H 1 week 
 

 All these parts have 20 units in stock. It is required to make 100 units of A for delivery in seven weeks time. 
 
 a. Draw up a product structure and indented bill of materials for the product. 
 
 b. Draw up a gross materials requirements plan for the manufacturer of the product. 
 
 c. Construct a net materials requirements plan for the manufacturer of the product. 

       [16] 
 
 
3.3. Discuss the implications of having too much or too little capacity for the following operations: 
 

•  The national train network of Transnet 
•  A wine vineyard estate like Nederburg 

       [9] 
 
Subtotal: Question 3                                                                 30 MARKS      
 
TOTAL: ASSIGNMENT 03:        90 MARKS 
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ANNEXURE B: MNO2601 CASE STUDIES FOR ASSIGNMENTS 
 
The case studies within this Annexure are required for answering various questions in compulsory 
assignment 1 and 2. 
Note: all case studies contained in this annexure were taken from the Southern African Edition of the Slack, 
N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston first edition textbook, titled Operations management, 
which was adapted by Pycraft, M, Singh, H & Phihlela, K and published by Pitman Publishing in 1997. Full 
acknowledgement for the contributing authors is given. 
    

 CASE STUDY 1: IKEA 
 
IKEA is a furniture retailer with a difference. With around a 100 giant stores operating in over 15 countries 
world-wide it has managed to develop its own special way of selling furniture which seems to impress 
customers of all nationalities. IKEA customers typically spend between one and a half and two hours in the 
store - far longer than rival furniture retailers. An important reason for this is the effectiveness of the way it 
organizes its stores - all of which are the same in most important respects all around the world. The design 
and philosophy of its store operations go back to the original business which was started in southern Sweden 
by Ingvar Kamprad in the 1950s. At that time Mr Kamprad was successfully selling furniture, through a 
catalogue operation. In response to customer requests to be able to see some of his furniture, he built a 
showroom in Stockholm, not in the centre of the city where land was expensive, but on the outskirts of 
town. Instead of buying expensive display stands, he simply set the furniture out more or less as it would be 
in a domestic setting. Also, instead of moving the furniture from the warehouse to the showroom area, he 
asked customers to pick the furniture up themselves from the warehouse. The 'anti-service' approach to 
service, as it has been described, is the foundation of IKEA's stores today. 
 
IKEA's furniture is 'value for money' with a wide range of choice. It is usually designed to be stored and sold 
as a 'flat pack' but is capable of easy assembly by the customer. The stores are all designed around the same 
self-service concept - that finding the store, parking, moving through the store itself, and ordering and 
picking up goods should be simple, smooth and problem-free. 
 
At the entrance to each store are large notice-boards which proclaim IKEA's philosophy and provide advice 
to shoppers who have not used the store before. Catalogues are also available at this point showing 
illustrations, dimensions and the available range of the store's products. Perhaps most significantly for 
shoppers with young children, there is also a supervised children's play area, a small cinema, a parent and 
baby room and toilets. Parents can leave their children in the supervised play area for a limited period of 
time. Each child is attired in a yellow, numbered top while he or she is in this area and parents are recalled 
via the loudspeaker system if the child has any problems. Customers may also borrow pushchair to keep 
their children with them as they move round the store. 
 
Some parts of the showroom are set out in 'room settings', while others show, for example, all beds 
together, so that customers can make comparisons. Customers are not approached by staff offering help or 
advice. The IKEA philosophy is not to 'hassle' customers in this way but rather to let them make up their 
minds in their own time. If a customer does want advice, there are information points around the showroom 
where staff, in their bright red uniforms, can help and guide customers, provide measuring rules, paper for 
sketching and so on. Every piece of furniture carries a ticket which indicates its dimensions, price, materials 
used, country of origin and the other colours in which it is available. It also has a code number which 
indicates the location in the warehouse from where it can be collected. The tickets on larger items ask 
customers to go to the information desks for assistance. After viewing the showroom, customers pass into 
the 'free-service' area where smaller items are displayed on shelves. These can be picked directly off the 
display shelves by customers and put into yellow shoulder bags or trolleys. Customers then pass through the 
self-service warehouse where they can pick up the items they viewed in the showroom. Finally, the 
customers pay at the check-outs, each of which is constructed with a ramped conveyor belt which moves the 
customer's purchases up to the check-out staff member and along to the exit area. At the exit area there are 
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information and service points, and often a 'Swedish Shop' with Swedish food-stuffs. A large loading are 
allows customers to bring their cars from the car park and load their purchases. That is not the end of IKEA's 
service, however. Any customers who have bought more than their car can carry, can rent or buy a roof rack. 
Nor is IKEA's innovative approach to its business confined only to the physical layout and design of its stores; 
it also extends to its management style and philosophy. All employees in the store wear either red or grey 
sweatshirts which distinguish customer-contact and non-contact staff. The staff themselves are well 
grounded in the various elements of the IKEA philosophy. For example, in the company's words: 
 
- The product range – our identity. We shall offer a wide range of home furnishing items of good design 

and function at prices so low the majority of people can afford to buy them. We must not compromise 
on function or technical quality. 

- The IKEA spirit – strong and living reality. The true IKEA is founded on our enthusiasm, our constant will 
to renew, our cost-consciousness, our willingness to assume responsibility, the simplicity in our 
behaviour. 

- Profit gives us resources. Forcing ourselves to develop products in a more economic way, to purchase 
better, to save on costs; this is our secret and reason for success. 

- To reach good results with small means. Expensive solutions are often a sign of mediocrity. 
- Simplicity is a virtue. Complicated rules paralyse. Exaggerated planning can be fatal. Simplification is an 

honoured tradition. 
   -      The different way. By daring to be different, we find new ways. 'Why?' remains an important keyword. 

-     To assume responsibility – a privilege. The more responsible people are the less red tape. The fear of 
making mistakes is the root of bureaucracy in the enemy of evaluation. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
4-5. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 

  

 CASE STUDY 2: SWATCH REVOLUTIONIZES WATCH MANU-FACTURE 
 
In the early 1980s the Swiss watch industry was nearly dead. Competition from cheap but often high-quality 
products from Far Eastern manufacturers such as Seiko and Casio had almost obliterated the traditional 
Swiss industry. Trying to protect their investments, the Swiss banks organized a merger of the two largest 
companies on the advice of Nicolas Hayek, now Chairman and Chief Executive of Swatch's parent company 
SMH formed from the merger. He saw the potential of a new plastic-cased watch which was already being 
developed inside one of the companies. One of its major advantages was that it could be made in high 
volume at very low cost. The quartz mechanism was built directly into the all-plastic case and the number of 
components in the watch had been cut to just 51; this was less than half the number in most other watches. 
Fewer components also meant that the manufacture of the watch could be fully automated. This made 
Swatches cheap to produce even in Switzerland which has one of the highest labour costs in the world. 
 
The innovative design, some creative marketing, but above all else the operation's success at producing the 
watch cheaper than anyone else brought the company significant rewards. In the early 1980s the total 
market share for all Swiss watches was around 25 per cent; ten years later it had more than doubled. The 
ability to offer a good watch at a low price had released the potential of the watch to become a fashion 
accessory - a trend which meant that the company's operations reaped the benefits of high volume but had 
to cope with an ever-increasing variety of product designs. Through automation and rigid standardization of 
the internal mechanism of the watch, the company managed this increase in variety without it crippling its 
costs. It is the success of the company's operations managers in keeping their costs low (direct labour cost is 
now less than 7 per cent of the total cost of production) that has allowed Swatch to succeed. Not that 
everything the company has done has been successful. Some designs never caught the public imagination 
and some distribution and marketing mistakes were made, especially in the United States. However, 
continuing innovation, high quality and low cost makes it much easier to overcome such problems. 
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Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
7. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 

 CASE STUDY 3: BOEING BRINGS ITS CUSTOMERS ON BOARD 
 
Arguably the most innovative new passenger aircraft to enter service over the last few years was the Boeing 
777. The 777 design project was launched in October 1990, with the objective of creating a new twin-engine 
aircraft, in the 300-plus seats category, to compete with established models from McDonnell and Airbus. The 
existence of established competitor products is important. When Boeing developed the 747 'Jumbo' jet 
aircraft, it had no direct competitors. The company's customers either wanted the product or they didn't.  
Not so for the 777: Boeing knew that it must consider its customers' requirements. The company had to take 
a new course - to understand its customers' requirements. The company had to take a new course - to 
understand its customers' needs and then to transform these into an aircraft that could best meet those 
needs. Furthermore, Boeing needed to understand as well as the airlines how the aircraft would operate in 
practice. 
 
Boeing has always maintained close involvement with its customers, but this project called for a new depth 
of listening and understanding. Initially, eight large potential customers (including British Airways, Japan 
Airlines and Qantas) were invited to participate in creating the design concepts: effectively to start with a 
blank sheet of paper, and to finish with a fully specified configuration. It soon became clear that the 
customers did have important requirements, the most vital of which was that the aircraft should be around 
25 per cent wider than the 767. In fact Boeing had originally hoped to lengthen the 767 fuselage to give the 
extra capacity, so avoiding some of the costs involved in a completely new fuselage. The customers also 
wanted much more flexibility in the configuration of the passenger space. Conventionally cabin space had 
been divided up into sections, separated by fixed galleys and toilets at predetermined positions. This 
arrangement had effectively fixed the ratio of passenger capacities of each class. However, the airlines all 
indicated that they wanted to be able to configure the cabin to their daily requirements. If they could do 
this, they would never have to turn away valuable business class revenue. Finally, the airlines insisted that 
the new design should be free of the usual level of minor, but irritating, faults which had bugged the early 
operations of some of the other aircraft. 
 
Boeing did meet its customers' requirements and even improved upon them in some ways. (For example, 
the lavatories and galleys can be physically moved to change the ratio of first-, business- and economy-class 
seats.) They achieved this by using design/build teams (a concept similar to the interactive design principle 
described in Chapter 5), and by a particularly powerful computer-aided design (CAD) system (CAD is also 
described in Chapter 5). Just as important, however, was the close involvement of customers, right from the 
start of the design. They even came up with some good suggestions. For example, one airline suggested a 
new layout for the rear galley which allowed an extra twelve seats to the included in the aircraft. 
 

Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
109. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 
 

 CASE STUDY 4: DESIGN PRINCIPLES AT BRAUN AG AND THE NEW BRAUN MULTIMIX 
 
Braun, the leading European manufacturer of small appliances, is renowned for the innovative and 
functional designs of its products. Its range of around 200 different Braun-branded products is constantly 
being updated (over 60 per cent of the company's sales are of products which were launched within the last 
five years). Braun's corporate strategy focuses on a conviction that 'superior performance, achieved through 
technical and design innovation, must be the primary objective of product development'. Following its 
convictions, the company has 150 of its products in the permanent collection of Europe's most renowned 
contemporary art collection in the Centre Pompidou in Paris and has 40 products on permanent exhibition at 
the New York Museum of Modern Art. 
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But Braun's design principles go beyond the aesthetic. Its designers follow their 'Ten principles of good 
design'. As an example of the applications of these, we will describe the design of the Braun Multimix. The 
design brief was 'to combine three specialist kitchen appliances (blender, food processor, kitchen machine) 
in such a way that the new single product performs at least as well in each of the applications as the best 
equivalent specialized product. 
 
Braun's ten industrial design principles applied to the Multimix: 
 

 1 Usefulness. To Braun engineers, the functionality of a product is the central reason for its existence. 
They decided to align the motor, gearing and attachments in a single vertical direction (competitive 
products have horizontal motor and vertical attachments, requiring a complex gearbox). The 'form' 
of the product then follows its 'function'. 

 
 2 Quality. Braun designers emphasize four aspects of quality which they believe differentiate the 

Multimix in the market place. First, its versatility provides a full range of tasks required in cooking; 
mixing, blending, kneading and chopping – no comparable mixer offers a chopping facility. Second, 
the high mechanical efficiency of the appliance and the seven speed settings provide high 
performance across the range of tasks from slow kneading to high-speed whipping of cream. Third, 
many unique safety features have been included to prevent contact with moving parts and to 
prevent accidents. Fourth, the application of advanced process technology has enabled many 
integrated elements to be incorporated in a single moulding. The most complex production 
moulding tool ever used at Braun was developed to produce two entire housings in one injection 
moulding step, and to do so without any shrinkage marks which can easily impair a quality finish. 
This replaces between five and ten individual injection moulding operations that are used by 
competitors, saving moulding and assembly costs and giving great precision and excellent surface 
finish. 

 
3 Ease of use. Great emphasis was placed on 'human engineering' to ensure that the Multimix is 

convenient, comfortable to use the easy to clean. Emphasis on small details, such as the central 
location of the pivoting cord outlet and a soft, plastic non-slip standing ring were developed from 
user trials. 

 
4 Simplicity. Braun engineers believe in achieving maximum results with minimum means: what is 

relevant is stressed, what is superfluous is omitted. Some of the 'simple features', such as the cord 
outlet locking device, create a challenge of complex shapes for the company's engineers to 
overcome. 

 
5 Clarity. Particular emphasis is placed on eliminating the need for complex instructions: the Multimix 

controls 'speak for themselves'. For example, insertion of the attachments automatically sets the 
appropriate speed range of the drive, and the switch system clearly differentiates between the 
different speeds, pulse setting and eject button. 

 
6 Order. All details of a product such as Multimix have a logical, meaningful place; nothing is arbitrary 

or coincidental. Order leads to an impression of balance and total harmony, which Braun says is 
typical of its design philosophy. 

 
7 Naturalness. Braun designers, although using simple and even austere designs, strive to avoid any 

forced, contrived, or artificial decorative elements or finishes. Braun refer to a principle of 
'understatement and modesty'. 

 
8 Aesthetics. Although aesthetic quality is not a primary objective of the Braun designers during the 

development process, it is achieved through attention to detail and the quest for order and 
naturalness. 
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9 Innovation. Braun is committed to achieving long-lasting appeal in its designs, so innovations are 
carefully developed and brought together for new appliances such as the Multimix. 

 
10 Truthfulness. A pervading principle followed by Braun designers is that 'only honest design can be 

good design', so any attempt to play on people's emotions and weaknesses is avoided. 
 

Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
140-141. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 
 

CASE STUDY 5: MOVING INTO CHINA 
 
Intensive competition in their domestic market has driven some European garment manufacturers to look 
for cheaper sourcing sites and new markets. China is attracting a high level of new investment, and its 
government is keen to encourage foreign enterprise. It can offer the availability of a large, low-cost labour 
pool, and is also rich in textile raw material resources, making it a natural target for garment companies 
searching for long-term competitiveness. This example shows the alternatives faced by a French garment 
manufacturing company which was considering investment in China, but had yet to decide where to locate, 
whether to look initially at contract manufacture, or to set up its own manufacturing facility on a greenfield 
site, or to enter into a joint venture with a local agent. The executives had agreed that their initial priorities 
were to minimise the risks involved and to keep costs low, while developing a presence in the Chinese 
market to facilitate longer-term growth in an enormous new market. 
 
The company initially identified four suitable areas for investment: Dalian, Shanghai, Jiangsu province and 
Guangdong province. Each satisfied the company's select in criteria of convenient sea and land access, good 
raw materials availability, a basic infrastructure, an established industrial base, and proximity to potential 
markets. Although there was no standard authoritative single source of comparisons of the sites, the 
executives managed to gather together a diverse set of information (summarised in the table below) to help 
put their decision into perspective. 
        
Some factors affecting location decision of French garment manufacturer 
 

Aspect Shanghai Jiangsu Guangdong Dalian 
Local government 
incentives 

Established special 
zones in the City 

Some special incentive 
zones 

The first to establish 
special economic zones 

Some deals for foreign 
joint ventures

Local government 
authority to be able to 
permit new ventures 

Unlimited Up to US$10 million Up to US$1.5 million Up to US$5 million

Major sources of raw 
materials supplies 

Mostly from Shanghai From within the 
province 

From Hong Kong From through-out 
China 

Approximate labour 
costs / month in local 
currency 

350 230 350-800 220 

Skills and availability 2% educated to higher 
level. Productivity very 
high, quality high 

Productivity above 
national average, 
skilled labour 

Skilled labour available 
in the City, unskilled in 
rural areas 

No details, but believed 
adequate 

Foreign exchange 
controls 

Not convertable, SWAP 
centre available 

SWAPs from Shanghai Hong Kong dollar 
available 

Remote, details unclear

Electricity Linked to major grid, 
although not always 
reliable 

Charged at domestic 
rates 

6 days/week only, 
nuclear plant being 
built 

Supports heavy 
industry 

Telecommunications Under pressure - Good system - 
Transport Largest port - very 

congested. Rail and air 
services excellent 

Reliant on nearby 
Shanghai 

Very close to Hong 
Kong. Transport links 
being developed 
rapidly 

Remote from main 
cities - but good rail 
links 
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Textiles history Largest in china with 
1000+ factories 

Largest cloth producer, 
largest wool manufac-
turer 

Textiles are a low 
priority, but still has 1 
700 textile mills 

1 800+ factories; a large 
garment manufacturing 
centre 

Knowledge of foreign 
dealing 

Very experienced Many foreign 
companies 

International 
community 

Over 500 foreign 
invested enterprises

Regional industry 
development 

Second leading 
exporter 

Agriculture very 
important 

Top exporting region Heavy industry

 

The company finally decided on a two-stage entry strategy. Initially it would use contract manufacturing, to 
give the flexibility of being able to order variable batch sizes, and to test out the quality and reliability of 
various suppliers. In this way, the company will have enough time and experience to enable it to identify a 
future joint venture partner. The area selected was Shanghai, primarily because of the good availability of 
skilled labour and its experience in the textiles industry. The company felt that Shanghai's familiarity in 
dealing with foreign investments would help to limit the bureaucracy involved in the early contract 
negotiations. 
 
For this company, many factors came into play when trying to select a new overseas site for strategic 
development; and in this case, the solution that gave the most flexibility in the short term, with a view to 
building up solid relationships for the longer term, was seen as the most appropriate. In a different economic 
climate, or in another industry perhaps, the decision could have been very different. The choice is never 
routine. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
189. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 

 
 
CASE STUDY 6: WHY JAPAN INVESTED IN THE UK 

 
There are over 700Japanese companies who have manufacturing operations located in Europe, of which 
there are around 200 in the UK, 120 in France, 110 in Germany and 60 in Spain. Large Japanese companies 
have recognized the importance of developing a manufacturing foothold in the huge European market, 
particularly to avoid having to add import duties to the cost of their products. 
 
The UK is a popular location for a combination of reasons each of which has been weighted differently by 
each company. Some large early arrivals, such as Nissan, were attracted to the UK by generous government-
funded financial support and tax concessions in regional development areas, most of which were in areas of 
high unemployment, yet with a tradition of industrial activity. They recognised that although potential 
employees did not necessarily have the skills needed to make their products, they were willing to be trained, 
and did not come with any 'bad habits' picked up from similar employment. Later arrivals had much fewer 
direct financial incentives to come to the UK, but saw the other advantages gained by the early arrivals. In 
some areas, such as Telford and Milton Keynes, a critical mass of Japanese companies developed, creating a 
flow of good publicity back to Japan, and encouraging further interest in these locations. This success was 
reinforced by a growth in support infrastructure such as Japanese schools, social activities, and even food 
retailing to help the expatriate families feel at home. 
 
Another important factor was language. Many Japanese manufacturing companies are accustomed to 
trading and producing in the US, and so the English language is the first foreign language of most business 
people. Drawings of products and processes, instruction sheets and computer programs were often 
immediately available for use without further translation for the UK. This meant a lower risk of 
misunderstandings and mistranslation, smoothing communications between the new plant and head office 
in Japan. 
 
As Japanese corporations became aware of some of the early successes in the UK, it became apparent that 
both the quality and cost of labour was an important reason to locate in the UK. While many large 
indigenous manufacturing companies had been criticizing the educational standard of the work-force, 
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Japanese companies took great care to select employees who were keen to learn, adaptable, willing to work 
hard, and able to create improvements. Some companies were able to quote exceptionally high levels of 
productivity and quality performance in the UK, as an example to their Japanese work-force. Others began 
to export products from the UK to Japan. At the same time, the total cost of labour in the UK was relatively 
low, both due to hourly wage rates significantly below those typically paid in some other European Union 
countries, but also because of low costs directly associated with labour, such as state insurance and sickness 
benefit. Other significant reasons for a choice of the UK have been the relatively low rate of corporation tax, 
good communication links with most parts of the world, and a stable political and social system that doesn't 
create too many surprises. The development planning process is (as in most advanced economies) 
cumbersome, but at least they are transparent and difficulties of bribery and protection do not usually arise. 
 
There are also other underlying factors which cannot be discounted. The UK is renowned for its excellent 
golf courses; spacious housing is available in countryside near industrial development areas; and London is 
known for its excellent shopping and leisure facilities. The climate, although not the kindest in Europe, is 
temperate and the rainfall is not unlike that in Japan. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
191-192. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 
 

CASE STUDY 7: FIXED POSITION LAYOUT AT GEC ALSTHOM COMBINED-CYCLE GENERATORS 
 
GEC Alsthom, an Anglo-French joint venture company, is one of the world's largest manufacturers of power 
generation and traction machinery. A growing area of its business is in the project management, 
manufacturing and construction of combined-cycle gas-turbine electricity generation stations. These have 
become a popular option for many electricity utilities, because of their exceptionally high thermal 
efficiencies (around 55 per cent compared to conventional generation at around 40 per cent), relatively low 
capital cost, and their 'green' credentials of low levels of waste energy, of greenhouse gases, and of gases 
that create acid rain. A typical project is an enormous undertaking, extending over at least three years. Most 
of the equipment is made-to-order, very large and heavy, and manufactured to very high specification and 
conformance. 
 
Almost all aspects of the site construction of a power station involve fixed position layouts. To begin with, 
most of the activities are all the types of civil engineering involved in the building of roadways, foundations, 
floors, and structure, along with service ducting, site electricity supply, and so on. Components and raw 
materials, such as concrete and steel, are brought to the point of use and are progressively incorporated into 
the work. Cranes, building machinery and all the specialist equipment needed for the tasks are brought to 
site, along with the skilled employees and contractors who each undertake specific tasks on the project.  
 
Once most of this work is completed, the mechanical and electrical items are delivered to the site, according 
to a carefully prepared schedule. Some of these arrive as complete units, others as modules or kits of parts 
to be built upon site in their fixed positions. For example, one part of the steam turbine (which uses steam 
raised in the heat-recovery steam generators at the exhaust side of the gas turbine) is the 'H.P. cylinder' 
which is a complete high-pressure turbine module, about three metres in diameter, and weighing around 
250 tonnes. This is made and assembled at the factory, again using a fixed position layout, and then 
transported in one piece to site. A similar approach is used for the generator stator assembly which is built 
up on a frame in the factory. 
 
At one time it was normal for the whole turbine/generator to be fully assembled in a fixed position in the 
factory; it was then dismantled and taken to site for re-assembly. This was because many of the parts had to 
be adjusted to fit together perfectly, and so pre-assembly was used to ensure that everything was correct 
before delivery. Now, however, improvements in design and manufacturing technologies have enabled the 
company to make these large components much more accurately, so that much more assembly can be done 
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once only at the exact position required on site. This has also helped the company respond to market 
pressure which require much shorter lead times and lower prices. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
218-219. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 

 
 
CASE STUDY 8: LAYOUT OF SPAR SUPERMARKET IN VORNA VALLEY, GAUTENG 

 
The Spar Group operates supermarkets in South Africa. Spar supermarkets compete by choices of location, 
which are convenient for basic necessities and daily small supplies. To remain profitable, every Spar manager 
must maximize the revenue and contribution per square metre but also minimize the cost of operating the 
store, in terms of items stocked. 
 
A typical spar supermarket has an unusual layout. In common with most supermarket designs, the check-
outs are positioned near the exit, but during most of the day only a few are used. Cigarettes, biltong and 
sweets are sold at the check-outs. Daily newspapers are placed near the exit door. Cashiers face into the 
store, towards the queue. The store has four to five check-outs - a very large number for the size of the 
stores. This is because there is a large peak of sales in the early evening, when people return from work, and 
long queues at the check-out would be totally unacceptable to regular (tired) customers. 
 
Spar has chosen to use relatively wide aisles between the shelves, to ensure good flows of trolleys, but this 
has been at the expense of reduced shelf space, which would allow a wider range of stocked products. 
Having established a basic layout of the fixed equipment, the actual location of all products is a critical 
management decision, directly affecting the convenience for the customer, their level of spontaneous 
purchase, the costs of filling the shelves and the variety of product range. The overall layout of the 
supermarket is a typical process layout, with separate, clearly marked self-service areas for packaged food, 
drinks, fruit and vegetables. Customer flows are random, because of the frequent but relatively small 
purchases made by regular customers. In contrast, shoppers at many large hypermarkets are encouraged to 
flow past most of the displays in a logical and uniform route. The served delicatessen (which sells products 
with above-average margins) is located between the bakery and the butchery/dairy areas so that most 
shoppers must pass it - to be tempted by attractive displays and to make spontaneous purchases. The 
displays of fruit and vegetables are located adjacent to the main entrance, as a signal of freshness and 
wholesomeness, providing an attractive and welcoming point of entry to the store. 
 
At a more detailed level, the actual position selected for each product must be decided. High turnover, 
'essential', known value items (KVIs), such as rice, pasta, sugar and oil, are positioned centrally and visibly, so 
that they are easy to find. Profitable, fast-moving items are displayed at eye level, both to help the customer 
and to make restocking easier for employees. Conversely, low-margin and low-turnover items are placed low 
down. Bulky or heavy products are located at the end of aisles, near the storage area, to facilitate restocking. 
Frozen foods are located at the end of the aisles, near the storage area, to facilitate restocking. Frozen foods 
are located at the end of aisles, near the storage area, to facilitate restocking. Frozen foods are located at 
the end of the aisles, near the check-outs, so that they can be purchased last. In some supermarkets, these 
positions are only used for promotion, as customers move more slowly around the end of the aisles and the 
goods on display can be seen from most directions. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
221. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 

 
 
CASE STUDY 9: SHANDON SCIENTIFIC LIMITED 

 
Shandon Scientific Ltd is a subsidiary of Life Sciences International, a world-wide manufacturer of automated 
pathological testing machines used in medical laboratories. These 'high-tech' work-top machines are 
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complex designs of mechanical, electrical and electronic parts which are assembled into plastic and sheet 
metal cases. 
 
Shandon's products competed largely on the technical excellence of their designs and product quality. Then 
price competition began to be significant as competitors began to offer technically similar products. 
Increasingly, also, some customers demanded delivery in less than Shandon's normal lead time of 12 weeks. 
The company's initial response was to hold higher levels of finished product inventory, based on sales 
forecasts (which were often quite unreliable). The result was that the average level of inventory increased 
significantly. 
 
Up to this time the company had adopted a process layout. Batches of components and sub-assemblies were 
made in the appropriate section (e.g. Wiring Assembly) and then taken to a warehouse area. Later these 
would be drawn from the warehouse and further operations would be performed on them. At various 
stages, components, sub-assemblies, and finished products were inspected and tested in a separate 
department. Packing was carried out in the warehouse prior to despatch. The Planning and Control 
Department coordinated all these activities, keeping track of the location and sequencing of tens of 
thousands of material movements per year. 
 
In response to the new competitive environment, the company reorganized production around 11 'cells'. 
One assembly cell was devoted to each of its eight products. In addition there was a sheet metal work cell, a 
painting cell, and a mechanical components cell.  
 
Each cell was made responsible for all detailed planning, for purchasing of components and services, for all 
inventory, for quality control, as well as for packing finished products where appropriate. Where one cell 
provided components or services to another, this was arranged formally as a supplier-customer relationship, 
with performance measured in terms of dependability and quality. 
 
The new cell arrangement was a great success. Lead times were reduced to less than four weeks, allowing all 
products to be made to order. Inventory was halved, and quality levels improved dramatically. The 
warehouse now only needed to be small since it only stored finished products for a short time (and no 
longer needed raw materials and sub-assemblies). There was also an overall saving of about 20 staff, mainly 
in the warehouse and in production planning, which helped the company keep costs down. Most important, 
customer satisfaction levels, which are monitored regularly, soared to their highest level ever. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
224. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
  
 

CASE STUDY 10: THE PASSENGER TERMINAL AT JOHANNESBURG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
 
The newly upgraded Johannesburg International Airport is the biggest in South Africa and is still growing. The 
airport, which is managed by the Airports Company, handles eight million domestic and international 
passengers with more than 100 000 aircraft landing and taking off per year. 
Like many regional airports, aircraft movement, and therefore passenger flows, are programmed in waves. 
Each day, there is an initial burst of outgoing flights and then, after a short break, the morning incoming 
flights from all over the world start to arrive, all more or less together. Then, throughout the day passenger 
'waves' flow through the terminal, finishing up with the final evening international departures and arrivals 
from other Southern African cities. In all, the terminal has to cope with eight waves per day. This presents an 
intriguing layout problem: a mass of passenger flow in a predictable manner eight times a day, but each 
alternate wave in the opposite direction. This probe has been somewhat minimized by permanently 
segregating international from domestic terminals and domestic arrivals from departures (necessary so that 
passengers don't stray). 
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The complex routing of passengers through the airport is done by using door locks on the apron-tunnels and 
multi-level walkways. This enables them to designate aprons as either disembark or embark for a period, 
effectively controlling the flow of people throughout the building. It also facilitate short aircraft turnaround 
times. When the planes arrive and the passengers are ready to disembark, the doors are opened to allow 
passengers to walk on the lower walkways only, and the route to the upper walkway is closed. Once the 
plane is ready to take off again for its next journey, the door is switched so that the entry door from the 
upper walkway is opened and the exit route downstairs to the arrivals hall is closed off. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
228. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 
 

CASE STUDY 11:  METHOD STUDY AT INTEL 
 
Although dating from the scientific management period, method study has undergone something of a revival 
in the few years. In non-manufacturing operations especially, the method study approach of systematically 
challenging methods of work is proving an effective approach to improvement. For example, Figure 1 
hereafter, shows the flow process chart which Intel Corporation, the computer chip company, drew to 
describe its method of processing expense reports (claims forms). 
 
After critically examining its existing method of processing these reports the company developed a new 
method which cut the number of elements from 26 down to 15 (see Fig 2 hereafter). The accounts payable 
desk's activities were combined with the cash-receipt's activities of checking employees' past expense 
accounts (elements 8, 10 and 11) which also eliminated elements 5 and 7. After consideration, it was 
decided to eliminate the activity of checking items against company guidelines, because it seemed '... more 
trouble than it was worth'. Also logging the batches was deemed unnecessary. All this combination and 
elimination of activities has the effect of removing several 'delays' from the process. The end result was a 
much simplified process which reduced the staff time needed to do the job by 28 per cent and considerably 
speeded up the whole process. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
318-320. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
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Figure 1 The flow process chart for processing expense reports at Intel  
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Figure 2: the flow process chart for processing expense reports at Intel after critical analysis 
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 CASE STUDY 12:    OPERATIONS CONTROL AT BRITISH AIRWAYS 
 
British Airways (BA) is the world's largest international airline operator, with 240 aircraft flying between 155 
destinations in 72 different countries. A BA flight takes off somewhere around the world, on average, every 
90 seconds. The difficulties in planning a schedule which involves the world-wide resources of British 
Airways and ensuring that every flight leaves on time must be one of the most complex planning and control 
tasks in any operation. 
 
The BA headquarters at Heathrow Airport near London is its busiest hub. It is there that you will find a small, 
but vitally important department known as Operations Control, which handles the seven days prior to take-
off for long-haul flights, and the three days prior to take-off for short-haul flights. It is a full-time operation 
because there are flights in the air around the clock all over the world. Initial flight schedules are produced 
up to two years in advance, and the route schedules are negotiated at a six-monthly global conference. The  
planning and scheduling group at BA will then manage the production of a flight timetable, taking account of 
the longer-term implications of allocating certain aircraft types to each route. Any new routes or timings 
agreed are passed to Operations Control for comment on the practicalities of what is being proposed. 
 
Operations Control inherits this final flight schedule, and can only make minor changes in order to cope with 
unexpected situations arising during the period prior to take-off. It is responsible for coordinating the three 
main resources required to provide the flight services, which are the schedule, the aircraft and the crew. 
They also are responsible for managing the knock-on effects of any delays, shortages or disruption to any of 
these inputs. The Operations control team is effectively still in charge of every flight until it lands, when 
departments such as engineering and Station control can take over. This handover is illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
 

 Figure 1 British Airways – Operations control centre 
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The performance of the Operations Control team is evaluated in terms of the regularity and subsequent 
punctuality of their flights. Regularity is defined as the percentage of flights actually taking off compared 
with the number scheduled. Passengers need to have total confidence that their flight will actually operate 
and current performance is almost 99 per cent (cancelling a flight is the very last resort for Operations 
Control). Punctuality is the measure of the timing of the take-offs. BA sets an internal standard whereby a 
flight is considered late if it does not take off at the time defined in the schedule. Thus a flight can only be 
early, dead-on-time, or late. Current performance standards are about 60 per cent punctuality. The IATA 
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standards allow for a 15-minute buffer the scheduled take-off time before a flight is defined as 'late'. 
Measured in this way, British Airways achieve a much higher punctuality figure. 
 
Operations Control is organized such that staff work in teams of two. One focuses his or her efforts on 
continuous improvement, and the other takes control of the current activities. Peter Saxton, the Operations 
Control Manager, feels that the combination of these two perspectives ensures that both the day-to-day 
activities, and the longer-term thinking, are dealt with in equal proportions in a part of the business that has 
traditionally been viewed as reactive. 
 
'Traditionally, the job in Operations control has been about fire fighting and that is what the staff have grown 
up with and enjoy doing. Now we are trying to switch the emphasis more towards developing systems that 
are more flexible, looking for longer-term issues, using more information to make better informed decisions, 
and building better relationships with our service partners in the British Airports Authority and Air Traffic 
Control, as well as other internal BA departments.' 
 
Other component parts of the Operations Control Centre are the Emergency Procedures Information Centre 
(EPIC) and the Operations Control Intelligence Centre (OCIC) back-up centres. These are unmanned areas, 
set up to deal with certain types of incident at the 'press of a button'. The staff who would operate the 
centres are nominated, and are well trained in advance, even down to having simulated exercises on a 
regular basis. The EPIC centre is activated should BA, or any other contracted airline (there are over 60 
subscribers to the service) be involved in an accident or serious incident, and it acts as a contact point for the 
public, and as a focal point for information regarding those on board. The OCIC centre is used only when a 
serious global incident, such as war, is affecting the entire BA business. Again the centre is manned by 
specially trained staff and headed by a BA board director. The team will then be on 24-hour action stations 
until the crisis has been resolved. These two crisis centres have become well known, and EPIC is frequently 
used by other organizations. 
 
The strategy of having independent crisis centres means that the day-to-day business units do not have to 
cater for every eventuality. They continue to work in die knowledge that an emergency situation will not be 
their responsibility, and they can thus focus more efficiently on the core operation. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
348-349. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 

  
 CASE STUDY 13:  THE HOSPITAL TRIAGE SYSTEM 

 
One of the most difficult-to-schedule environments in a hospital is the Accident and Emergency Department, 
where patients arrive at random, without any prior warning, throughout the day. It is up to the hospital's 
reception, and the medical staff, to devise very rapidly a schedule which meets most of the necessary 
criteria. In particular, patients who arrive having had very serious accidents, or presenting symptoms of a 
serious illness, need to be attended to urgently. Therefore, the hospital will schedule these cases first. Less 
urgent cases – perhaps where patients are in some discomfort, but their injuries or illnesses are not life-
threatening - will have to wait until the urgent cases are treated. Routine non-urgent cases will have the 
lowest priority of all. In many circumstances these patients will have to wait for the longest time, which may 
be many hours, especially if the hospital is busy. Sometimes these non-urgent cases may even te burned 
away if the hospital is too busy with more important cases. 
     
In situations where hospitals expect sudden influxes of patients, they have developed what is known as a 
triage system, whereby medical staff hurriedly sort through the patients who have arrived to determine 
which category of urgency each patient fits into. In this way a suitable schedule for the various treatments 
can be devised in a short period of time. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
364. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
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 CASE STUDY 14:   CAPACITY MANAGEMENT AT EUROCAMP 

 
Eurocamp Travel Limited is a leading holiday company which, as its name suggests, provides camping 
holidays on three sites throughout Europe in fully equipped, company-owned, pre-erected, luxury tens and 
mobile homes. A Eurocamp holiday normally comprises a package of services which may also include cross-
Channel travel (for UK customers), overnight accommodation on the journey, motor-rail transport for their 
car, insurance, and air travel or hire if required. Both the promotion of Eurocamp’s holidays, which takes 
place from their headquarters, and the delivery of the holiday service itself are highly seasonal. 
 
Area supervisors manage groups of camp sites and on each site there is a small team of couriers who take 
care of customers and the equipment. Most of these couriers are students or graduate who are available to 
work from June to September, although some are seasonal employees who return every year. Couriers clean 
and prepare the tents and mobile homes (referred to as units) at the change-overs between different 
families using them. They also greet new arrivals and help them settle in and sort out any problems that 
might arise. Some of the large sites also employ specialist couriers to entertain children. 
 
Promotion activities start with the distribution of catalogues in September, when over 130 000 mailings are 
sent to existing customers. Catalogues are also sent out in response to new enquiries throughout the year 
and demand reaches its peak between December and March, with low levels of demand during the summer. 
These activities require a large number of computer based telesales staff between November and March. 
These operate from the sales offices in the UK, Netherlands and Germany. Temporary staff, who only wish to 
work during this period of the year, are used to supplement other trained permanent staff who are moved 
on to telesales for this period. Major peaks in telephone reservations occur in the weekly evenings when the 
operation is staffed until 8 pm. Also during this period large number of part-time staff are employed on 
Saturdays and Sundays, alongside permanent employees working overtime. 
 
Couriers, who are recruited during the winter, undertake their initial training course just before the 
beginning of the season. The first intake 1000 couriers must complete their three-day course before 
travelling to their sites. A second wave of recruits is then trained to provide the extra courier capacity which 
is needed during the peak period of July and August. In this way courier capacity is adjusted to follow 
approximate patterns of demand. However, the balance of capacity and demand is more difficult to achieve 
in small sites, where only one or two couriers are needed. Unit utilization is usually 100 per cent for most of 
the peak period and couriers work long hours to ensure that their tasks are completed and customers are 
well served. However, inevitably, service levels are more difficult to maintain during very busy periods. The 
change-over cleaning task takes about 30 minutes per unit so the number of couriers required is also related 
to the average stay. Certain sites which are en route from the Channel ports and tunnel to the South of 
Europe have very short average stays, so these require an above average number of couriers to cope with 
the change-overs. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
391. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
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 CASE STUDY 15:  GETTING THE MESSAGE 
 
Companies which traditionally operate in seasonal markets can demonstrate some considerable ingenuity in 
their attempts to develop counter-seasonal products. One of the most successful industries in this respect 
has been the greetings card industry. Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Hallowe’en, Valentine’s Day, and other 
occasions have all been promoted as times to send (and buy) appropriately designed cards. Now, having run 
out of occasions to promote, greetings card manufacturers have moved on to ‘non-occasion’ cards, which 
can be sent at any time. These have the considerable advantage of being less seasonal, thus making the 
companies’ seasonality less marked. 
 
Hallmark Cards, the market leader in North America, has been the pioneer in developing non-occasion cards. 
Their cards include those intended to be sent from parent to child with messages such as, ‘Would a hug 
help?’, or ‘Sorry I made you feel bad’, and ‘You’re perfectly wonderful - it’s your room that’s a mess’. Other 
cards deal with more serious adult themes such as friendship (‘You’re more than a friend, you’re just like 
family’) or even alcoholism (‘This is hard to say, but I think you’re a much neater person when you’re not 
drinking’). Whatever else these products may be, they are not seasonal! 

          
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
394. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 

 
 CASE STUDY 16:  THREE-PHASE PRODUCTION AT BOOTS 

 
In the United Kingdom, when your sales rely on the weather, demand forecasting is understandably 
problematic. An extreme example of this is the manufacture of sun tan cream. A good summer can leave the 
shelves empty while poor weather could mean a warehouse full of unwanted product. Boots, the UK 
manufacturer and retailer, which manufactures the Soltan range of sun preparation products, attempts to 
reduce the uncertainty in its sun tan product factory by phasing its production in three stages. This allows 
the company to compensate for weather patterns early in the season by increasing or decreasing its 
production rate in the final phase of production. About 70 per cent of all its sales are made between the 
beginning of May and the end of August. The peak production time is somewhat earlier (to allow for 
distribution) and runs between October and April. Because of the lag between manufacture and demand in 
the shops, Boots has to commit itself to the first two phases. The results of the weather come too late to 
affect production. However, it can use the third phase to react to sales early in the season. If the weather 
has been poor, no product may be needed in the third phase, whereas good weather will mean production 
continuing throughout the summer. Nevertheless, a decision must be made by the end of May. Decisions 
after that would come too late to affect that year’s sales. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
408. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 

 
 CASE STUDY 17:  OVERCOMING FORECAST PROBLEMS AT RACAL RECORDERS 

  
Racal Recorders manufactures recording systems which are used in a wide variety of applications, from 
recording emergency telephone conversations through to recording automobile performance on the test 
track for later analysis. The technology of these products is sophisticated and the task of controlling their 
manufacture complex. Racal Recorders, through a combination of production of product superiority and 
manufacturing professionalism, are the market leaders with a turnover of around R250 million per annum. 
 
One of its major production planning and control problems is how to coordinate the production and 
movement of all the parts which go into its product when virtually all products and systems are configured 
to meet the requirements of individual customers. An MRP system is needed to translate orders and 
forecasts into works instructions for purchasing and manufacturing parts, sub-assemblies and finished 
products. Its main problem was that after running the MRP process, the finished goods were put into stock 
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to await customer orders. Yet the orders when they came never exactly matched what had been 
manufactured based on the forecast of demand. Some products remained in storage while others had to go 
back to the workshops to be re-manufactured to form the configurations which customers really did want. 
 
Racal’s solution to this was to analyse the common elements within its systems and manufacture ‘models’ 
which could be built up to make systems. Forecasts were prepared for the modules which, when 
manufactured, were kept on the shop floor until orders were firm. On the receipt of the confirmed order the 
modules could be assembled to form the finished system as specified by the customer.  
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
500. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
 

 
 CASE STUDY 18: 
 
 STAEDTLER: MANUFACTURING AND THE USE OF MRP 

 
Staedtler is one of the world’s premier manufacturers and suppliers of writing instruments with an annual 
turnover in the region of over R1,5 billion, and employing almost 4000 people. The Staedtler range extends 
from standard, high-volume consumer products such as pens, pencils, crayons and erasers, to highly 
specialized items designed for specific technical applications and for professional users. As the range has 
expanded, Staedtler has found that it can achieve very high-quality production by careful selection of raw 
materials, and by using the latest precision manufacturing techniques. The technologies employed include 
wood and graphite processing, injection moulding and extrusion of plastics, and the fine engineering of 
metals. Modern automated assembly machines allow the low-cost mass-production of volume products such 
as ball-point pens. 
 
In managing the production of its complex range of over 6000 products, Staedtler has been aided by the use 
of a well-tried MRP system. While some items, such as standard pencils, have a bill of materials with only a 
few levels, some of the more involved products require a breakdown of up to seven levels. 
 
An example of a typical Staedtler bill of materials is shown in Table 1. This illustrates the different levels of 
production involved in manufacturing a ‘110-HB Tradition Pencil in Dozen Box’ (level 0). The top level on the 
bill (shown as .1) gives all the items involved in the final packaging, including the finished pencil itself - coded 
FTRAD. The next levels in the bill are all required in the production of pencils themselves, with level 2 being 
the materials required to label the pencils with the Staedtler name and the paint for the dipping to give the 
traditional ‘dipped end’ on the end of the pencil. At level 3 are the lacquers and paints required to coat the 
basic pencil and finally level 4 details the raw materials, slats of wood, pencil lead slips, and glue which are 
used in the initial production of the pencil. 
 
The bills of materials for every end product are stored on the MRP system, as well as routing and standard 
times for the products through each manufacturing and assembly process. An inventory file is kept for every 
end item, at every level. The master production schedule is initially analysed to ensure that the weekly 
loadings on each work centre are realistic, and then the full MRP output is created, which schedules all the 
production requirements at each level. Once a production order has been completed and booked back on to 
the system, the inventory levels of all items mentioned on the bill of materials are deducted accordingly. The 
production control staff at Staedtler have recognized that the key to running a successful MRP operation is 
to have simple, user-friendly systems. This will be their highest priority when they come to design and 
specify improvements to the system in order that the operations remain efficient, and the data accurate. 
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Table 1 

 
Indented 
explosion 

Sales  
unit 

Parent/Sales
Number 

Parent description

 GS 110-HB Tradition pencil in dozen 
box 

Pro-
duction 
level 

Com-
ponent 
quality 

Com-
ponent 
unit 

Component 
number 

 
Component description 

.1 

.1 

.1 

.1 
 
 
..2 
..2 
..2 
..2 
 
 
...3 
...3 
...3 
 
 
....4 
....4 
....4 

12.000000 
  0.000600 
  0.050000 
  1.000000 
 
 
  0.007000 
  0.020000 
  0.023000 
  1.000000 
 
 
  0.100000 
  0.030000 
  1.000000 
 
 
  0.050000 
  0.000600 
  1.000000 

PC 
PC 
PC 
GS 
 
 
KG 
KG 
PC 
GS 
 
 
KG 
KG 
GS 
 
 
PC 
KG 
GS 

V12TI 
V12TF 
V12C 
FTRAD 
 
 
DLW 
DLB 
GFT 
PTRAD 
 
 
PLR 
SLB 
RTRAD 
 
 
CCP2 
RASKG 
STRAD 

Tradition inners 
Tradition Shrinkwrap 
Tradition carton 
Pre-packing tradition 
pencils 
 
White dip lacquer 
Black dip lacquer 
Tradition gold foil 
Pre-finishing tradition 
pencils 
 
Red polishing lacquer 
Black stripe lacquer 
Pre-polishing tradition 
pencils 
 
Wood slats - CCP 
Wood glue Tradition 
pencil slips 

 
 
Units: PC = Suppliers’ unit 
 KG = Kilogram 
 GS = Gross of pencils 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 509-

510. Operations management. Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
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CASE STUDY 19:  SHOULD WE RE-ORDER? – THE MARK & SPENCER APPROACH 

 
A special case of the ‘How much to order? decision in inventory control is the ‘Should we order any more at 
all?’ decision. Retailers especially need continually to review the stocked lines they keep on the shelves. One 
company known for its ruthless approach to the restocking decision is Marks & Spencer (M&S), which is one 
of the most successful large retailers in Europe in terms of the profitability of its operations. M & S has a 
simple philosophy: if it sells, restock it quickly and avoid stock-outs; if it doesn’t sell, get it off the shelves 
quickly and replace it with something which will sell. The M & S approach is purely pragmatic, based on trial-
and-error, and very unsentimental. This often means putting a new line on the shelves of a pilot store and 
watching customer reaction very closely. The store most often used for these trials is the company’s Marble 
Arch store in London - said to have the fastest stock turnover of any store in the world. Sometimes it is 
possible to make a restocking decision within a few hours - not surprising when the time frame for stock 
rotation can be as little as a week. 
 
For more routine stock control decisions the company uses an automatic stock-ordering system which it calls 
ASR (Assisted Stock Replenishment). This helps it always to have the right stock of textile products in the 
store at the right time. The system, which is now installed in its flag-ship Marble Arch store, takes into 
account all goods bought at the till through the electronic point-of-sale (EPOS) system and automatically 
generates an order to replenish that item. The system anticipates orders for each item based on the 
previous week’s sales and delivers in advance. The current day’s sales are continually reviewed and any extra 
items required are delivered the next day. Orders arrive at the store from the local distribution centre at 
Neasden in North London. New orders are usually placed before 8.30 am and 85 per cent of these will arrive 
before close of business that day. The remainder arrives the following morning before opening time. The 
number of deliveries each day varies between 14 and 24 depending on the level of business. 
 
On the sales floor the main stock control tasks are to ensure that all the clothing rails are fully stocked, that 
the stock tickets reflect the sales information on display and that everything is neatly and correctly arranged. 
During the day the area supervisor watches the stock levels and the flow of customers around the displays in 
case any changes to stock location need to be made. The store has a policy of not bringing stock out on to 
the floor during opening hours; but in the case of fast moving items, this can be unavoidable at times. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
438. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
  
 

CASE STUDY 20:  THE NATIONAL BLOOD SERVICE 
 
In September 1994 a plea was transmitted on the national news in South Africa for blood donors to give 
blood urgently. The empty racks in the blood storage bank on the television screens graphically portrayed 
the urgency of the request. Momentarily the National Blood Transfusion Service had lost its continuing 
battle to balance the supply of blood with demand.  
 
The National Blood Transfusion Service has one of the most difficult inventory control tasks to perform of 
any operation. Its regional centres are responsible for collecting blood from donors, testing it, processing it 
into different by-products, storing them and distributing them to hospitals. In addition they perform other 
services including tissue typing to match donor organs with potential recipients and testing 150 000 
antenatal samples every year. Their inventory control task is complicated by the high variety of blood types 
and of by-products which they are expected to stock, the uncertainty in both demand and supply for blood, 
and the perishability of their ‘products’. 
 
Blood and by-products need to be stored under a variety of conditions. Red blood cells, used for surgical 
procedures and to correct anaemia, have to be stored at 40C and have a shelf life of 35 days. Platelets, 
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extracted from donated blood and used to treat leukaemia and bone marrow transplants, have to be stored 
at 20-240C and have a shelf life of only five days, during which time they have to be constantly agitated. 
Frozen fresh plasma is used for liver transplants and for massive transfusion operations. It has to be stored 
at -30-400C and has a shelf life of six months. Other by-products also need different storage conditions and 
have different shelf lives. In addition, blood can be categorized by two main systems or groups. The ABO 
group includes A, B, AB, and O. The rhesus group includes Rh-positive and Rh-negative. In addition there are 
many less common and more complex types of blood, often relating to ethnic groups. Blood has to be 
matched with the recipient’s blood type. Giving a patient the wrong type of blood can be fatal. However, 
group O negative can be given to emergency patients before blood tests have been made. It is therefore a 
flexible type of blood. Because of this hospitals like to stock O negative. However, O negative represents 8 
per cent of the population, whereas 12 per cent of blood issued is of this type. 
 
Neither demand nor supply is constant. Demand is affected significantly by accidents. One serious accident 
involving a cyclist used 750 units of blood, which completely exhausted the available supply (miraculously, 
he survived). Large-scale accidents usually generate a surge of offers from donors wishing to make 
immediate donations. There is also a more predictable seasonality to the donating of blood, however, with a 
low period during the summer vacation period.  
 
Controlling the inventory levels of blood has also a financial aspect. Unless blood is controlled carefully it can 
easily go past its ‘use-by date’ and be wasted. Even though the blood has been donated free of charge, the 
cost of collection, testing, storage and distribution is still significant, so money is wasted if blood is wasted. 
For some patients the control of the age of stored blood is more critical than this. For example, new-born 
babies, the elderly, and patients whose immune systems have been suppressed so that they do not reject 
transplanted organs, are all prone to infection. Very fresh blood is therefore kept ‘on hold’ for these 
patients. Very rare blood types also pose a problem. It is generally not feasible to store all types of blood, so 
some donors become ‘walking inventories’ of blood to be called in at short notice if they are required to 
donate. 
 
Source: Pycraft, M, Singh, H, Phihlela, K, Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, Harrison, A, & Johnston, R. 1997: 
448. Operations management.  Southern Africa Edition. Johannesburg: Pitman. 
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ANNEXURE C: MNO2601 CASE STUDIES NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRESCRIBED TEXTBOOK 

 
Your study guide refers to certain case studies which are not included in the prescribed textbook. These 
case studies are included within this Annexure. The Annexure begins with a reference table so that you may 
easily locate the relevant case studies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
All case studies contained within this Annexure were taken from the Slack, N, Chambers, S, Harland, C, & 
Johnston R, 5th edition textbook, titled Operations management, published by Pitman Publishing in 2007. 
Full acknowledgement for the contributing authors is given. 
 
 
 
 
 

Case study # 
within 

Annexure C 

Case study  
title 

Page in S/G referencing 
the case study 

1 Prêt A Manger 12 
2 Acme Whistles 20 
3 Design house partnership at Concert Design Services 20
4 TNT Express 24 
5 Fast Food drive-throughs 99 
6 Ecologically smart 102 
7 Novartis 110
8 Customers design their own services 114 
9 Customizing for kids 115 

10 Dell 122 
11 Automotive system suppliers 125
12 Disneyland Paris 127 
13 Developing nations challenge Silicon Valley 128 
14 Yamaha tunes its assembly lines 137 
15 Chocolate and customers flow through Cadbury 137
16 NUMMI 149 
17 BA at Waterside 152 
18 The Great Pyramid of Giza 152
19 South West Cross Bank 153
20 The hospital triage system 165 
21 Britvic 171 
22 Managing queues at Madame Tussaud’s Scenerama, 

Amsterdam 
183

23 Holly farm 185
24 SAP at Rolls Royce 189 
25 The UK’s National Blood Service 206 
26 Howard Smith Paper Group 212 
27 Manor Bakeries 217
28 TDG, serving the whole supply chain 225 
29 KLM Catering Services 225 
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CASE STUDY 1: PRET A MANGER 
 
Described by the press as having 'revolutionized the concept of sandwich making and eating', Prêt A Manger 
opened its first shop in London in the mid 1980s. Now it has over 130 shops in the UK, New York, Hong Kong 
and Tokyo. The company says its secret is to focus continually on quality - not just of the food but on every 
aspect of the operations practice. It goes to extraordinary lengths to avoid the chemicals and preservatives 
common in most, 'fast' food. 'Many food retailers focus on extending the shelf life of their food, but that's of 
no interest to us. We maintain our edge by selling food that simply can't be beaten for freshness. At the end 
of the day, we give whatever we haven't sold to charity to help feed those who would otherwise go hungry. 
When we were just starting out, a big supplier tried to sell us coleslaw that lasted sixteen days. Can you 
imagine salad that lasts sixteen days? There and then we decided Prêt would stick to wholesome fresh food - 
natural stuff. We have not changed that policy.'  
 
The first Prêt A Manger shop had its own kitchen where fresh ingredients were delivered first thing every 
morning and food was prepared throughout the day. Every Prêt shop since has followed this model. The 
team members serving on the tills at lunchtime will have been making sandwiches in the kitchen that 
morning. The company rejected the idea of a huge centralized sandwich factory even though it could 
significantly reduced costs. Prêt also owns and manages all its shops directly so that it can ensure 
consistently high standards in all its shops. 
 
'We are determined never to forget that our hardworking people make all the difference. They are our heart 
and soul. When they care, our business is sound. If they cease to care, our business goes down the drain. In a 
retail sector where high staff turnover is normal, we're pleased to say our people are much more likely to stay 
around. We work hard at building great teams. We take our reward schemes and career opportunities very 
seriously. We don't work nights (generally), we wear jeans, we party!' 
 
Customer feedback is regarded as being particularly important at Pret. Examining customers' comments for 
improvement ideas is a key part of weekly management meetings and of the daily team briefs in each shop. 
 
Questions 
 
1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of Prêt A Manger organizing itself so that the individual 

shops make the sandwiches that they sell? 
 
2. How can effective operations management at Prêt A Manger contribute significantly to its success? 

What would be the consequences of poor operations management in this kind of organization? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:12. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 2: ACME WHISTLES 
 
Acme Whistles can trace its history back to 1870 when Joseph Hudson decided he had the answer to the 
London Metropolitan Police's request for something to replace the wooden rattles that were used to sound 
the alarm. So the world's first police whistle was born. Soon Acme grew to be the premier supplier of 
whistles for police forces around the world. 'In many ways,' says Simon Topman, owner and Managing 
Director of the company, 'the company is very much the same as it was in Joseph's day. The machinery is 
more modern, of course, and we have a wider variety of products, but many of our products are similar to 
their predecessors. For example, football referees seem to prefer the traditional snail-shaped whistle. So, 
although we have dramatically improved the performance of the product, our customers want it to look the 
same. We have also maintained the same manufacturing tradition from those early days. The original owner 
insisted on personally blowing every single whistle before it left the factory. We still do the same, not by 
personally blowing them, but by using an airline, so the same tradition of quality has endured'.  
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The company's range of whistles has expanded to include sports whistles (it provides the whistles for the 
soccer world cup), distress whistles, (silent) dog whistles, novelty whistles, instrumental whistles (used by all 
of the world's top orchestras) and many more types. 'We are always trying to improve our products,' says 
Simon, 'it's a business of constant innovation. Sometimes I think that after 130 years surely there is nothing 
more to do, but we always find some new feature to incorporate. Of course, managing the operations in a 
small company is very different to working in a large one. Everyone has much broader jobs; we cannot afford 
the overheads of having specialist people in specialized roles. But this relative informality has a lot of 
advantages. It means that we can maintain our philosophy of quality amongst everybody in the company, 
and it means that we can react very quickly when the market demands it.'  
 
Nor is the company's small size any barrier to its ability to innovate. 'On the contrary,' says Simon, 'there is 
something about the culture of the company that is extremely important in fostering innovation. Because we 
are small we all know each other and we all want to contribute something to the company. It is not 
uncommon for employees to figure out new ideas for different types of whistle. If an idea looks promising, we 
will put a small and informal team together to look at it further. It is not unusual for people who have been 
with us only a few months to start wanting to make innovations. It's as though something happens to them 
when they walk through the door of the factory that encourages their natural inventiveness.' 
 
Questions 
 
1. What is the overlap between operations, marketing and product/service development at Acme 

Whistles? 
2.  How does its small size affect Acme's ability to innovate? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:7. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 3: DESIGN HOUSE PARTNERSHIP AT CONCEPT DESIGN SERVICES 
 
'I can't believe how much we have changed in a relatively short time. From being an inward-looking 
manufacturer, we became a customer-focused 'design and make' operation. Now we are an integrated 
service provider. Most of our new business comes from the partnerships we have formed with design houses. 
In effect, we design products jointly with specialist design houses that have a well-known brand, and offer 
them a complete service of manufacturing and distribution. In many ways we are now a 'business-to-
business' company rather than a 'business-to-consumer' company.' (Jim Thompson, CEO, Concept Design 
Services (CDS)) 
 
CDS had become one of Europe's most profitable homeware businesses. Founded in the 1960s, the company 
had moved from making industrial mouldings, mainly in the aerospace sector, and some cheap 'homeware' 
items such as buckets and dustpans, sold under the 'Focus' brand name, to making very high-quality 
(expensive) stylish homewares with a high 'design value'.  
 
The move into 'Concept' products  
 
The move into higher-margin homeware had been masterminded by Linda Fleet, CDS's Marketing Director, 
who had previously worked for a large chain of paint and wallpaper retailers. 'Experience in the decorative 
products industry had taught me the importance of fashion and product development, even in mundane 
products such as paint. Premium-priced colours and new textures would become popular for one or two 
years, supported by appropriate promotion and features in lifestyle magazines. The manufacturers and 
retailers who created and supported these products were dramatically more profitable than those who 
simply provided standard ranges. Instinctively, I felt that this must also apply to homeware. We decided to 
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develop a whole coordinated range of such items and to open up a new distribution network for them to 
serve up-market stores, kitchen equipment and speciality retailers.  
 
Within a year of launching our first new range of kitchen homeware under the 'Concept' brand name, we had 
over 3,000 retail outlets signed up, provided with point-of-sale display facilities. Press coverage generated an 
enormous interest which was reinforced by the product placement on several TV cookery and 'life style' 
programmes. We soon developed an entirely new market and within two years 'Concept' products were 
providing over 75 per cent of our revenue and 90 per cent of our profits. The price realisation of Concept 
products is many times higher than for the Focus range. To keep ahead we launched new ranges at regular 
intervals.' 
 
The move to the design house partnerships 
 
'Over the last four years, we have been designing, manufacturing and distributing products for some of the 
more prestigious design houses. This sort of business is likely to grow, especially in Europe where the design 
houses appreciate our ability to offer a full service. We can design products in conjunction with their own 
design staff and offer them a level of manufacturing expertise they can't get elsewhere. More significantly, 
we can offer a distribution service which is tailored to their needs. From the customer's point of view the 
distribution arrangements appear to belong to the design house itself. In fact, they are based exclusively on 
our own call centre, warehouse and distribution resources.' 
 
The most successful collaboration was with Villessi, the Italian designers. Generally it was CDS's design 
expertise which was attractive to 'design house' partners. Not only did CDS employ professionally respected 
designers, it had also acquired a reputation for being able to translate difficult technical designs into 
manufacturable and saleable products. Design house partnerships usually involved relatively long lead times 
but produced unique products with very high margins, nearly always carrying the design house's brand. 'This 
type of relationship plays to our strengths. Our design expertise gains us entry to the partnership but we are 
soon valued equally for our marketing, distribution and manufacturing competence.' (Linda Fleet) 
 
Manufacturing operations 
 
All manufacturing was carried out in a facility located 20km from head office. Its moulding area housed large 
injection-moulding machines, most with robotic material-handling capabilities. Products and components 
were passed to the packing hall, where they were assembled and inspected. The newer, more complex 
products often had to move from moulding to assembly and then back again for further moulding. All 
products followed the same broad process route, but with more products needing several progressive 
moulding and assembly stages, there was an increase in 'process flow recycling' which was adding 
complexity. One idea was to devote a separate cell to the newer and more complex products until they had 
'bedded in'. This cell could also be used for testing new moulds. However, it would need investment in extra 
capacity that would not always be fully utilised. After manufacture, products were packed and stored in the 
adjacent distribution centre.  
 
'When we moved into making the higher-margin Concept products, we disposed of most of our older, small 
injection-moulding machines. Having all larger machines allowed us to use large, multi-cavity moulds. This 
increased productivity by allowing us to produce several products, or components, each machine cycle. It also 
allowed us to use high-quality and complex moulds which, although cumbersome and more difficult to 
change over, gave a very high-quality product. For example, with the same labour we could make three items 
per minute on the old machines and 18 items per minute on the modern ones using multi moulds. That's a 
600 per cent increase in productivity. We also achieved high dimensional accuracy, excellent surface finish 
and extreme consistency of colour. We could do this because of our expertise derived from years making 
aerospace products. Also, by standardizing on single large machines, any mould could fit any machine. This 
was an ideal situation from a planning perspective, as we were often asked to make small runs of Concept 
products at short notice.' (Grant Williams, CDS Operations Manager) 
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Increasing volume and a desire to reduce cost had resulted in CDS sub-contracting a good deal of its Focus 
products to other (usually smaller) moulding companies. 'We would never do it with any complex or Design 
House partner products, but it should allow us to reduce the cost of making basic products while releasing 
capacity for higher-margin ones. However, there have been quite a few 'teething problems'. Coordinating the 
production schedules is currently a problem, as is agreeing quality standards. To some extent it's our own 
fault. We didn't realize that sub-contracting.was a skill in its own right. And although we have got over some 
of the problems, we still don't have a satisfactory relationship with all of our subcontractors.' (Grant 
Williams) 
 
Planning and distribution services 
 
The distribution services department was regarded as being at the heart of the company's customer service 
drive. Its purpose was to integrate the efforts of design, manufacturing and sales by planning the flow of 
products from production, through the distribution centre, to the customer. Sandra White, the Planning 
Manager, reported to Linda Fleet and was responsible for the scheduling of all manufacturing and 
distribution and for maintaining inventory levels for all the warehoused items. 'We try to stick to a preferred 
production sequence for each machine and mould so as to minimize set-up times by starting on a light colour 
and progressing through a sequence to the darkest. We can change colours in 15 minutes, but because our 
moulds are large and technically complex, mould changes can take up to three hours. Good scheduling is 
important to maintain high plant utilization. With a higher variety of complex products, batch sizes have 
reduced and it has brought down average utilization. Often we can't stick to schedules. Short-term changes 
are inevitable in a fashion market. Certainly better forecasts would help ... but even our own promotions are 
sometimes organized at such short notice that we often get caught with stock-outs. New products in 
particular are difficult to forecast, especially when they are 'fashion' items and/or seasonal. Also, I have to 
schedule production time for new product mould trials; we normally allow 24 hours for the testing of each 
new mould received and this has to be done on production machines. Even if we have urgent orders, the 
needs of the designers always have priority.' (Sandra White) 
 
Customer orders for Concept and Design House partnership products were taken by the company's sales call 
centre located next to the warehouse. The individual orders would then be dispatched using the company's 
own fleet of medium and small distribution vehicles for UK orders, but using carriers for the Continental 
European market. A standard delivery timetable was used and an 'express delivery' service was offered for 
those customers prepared to pay a small delivery premium. However, a recent study had shown that almost 
40 per cent of express deliveries were initiated by the company rather than by customers. Typically this 
would be to fulfill deliveries of orders containing products out of stock at the time of ordering. The express 
delivery service was not required for Focus products because almost all deliveries were to five main 
customers. The size of each order was usually very large, with deliveries to customers' own distribution 
depots. However, although the organization of Focus delivery was relatively straight forward, the 
consequences of failure were significant. Missing a delivery meant upsetting a large customer. 
 
Challenges for CDS 
 
Although the company was financially successful and very well regarded in the homeware industry, there 
were a number of issues and challenges that it knew it would have to address. The first was the role of the 
design department and its influence over new product development.  
 
New product development had become particularly important to CDS, especially since it had formed 
alliances with design houses. This had led to substantial growth in both the size and the influence of the 
design department, which reported to Linda Fleet. 'Building up and retaining design expertise will be the key 
to our future. Most of our growth is going to come from the business which will be brought in through the 
creativity and flair of our designers. Those who can combine creativity with an understanding of our partners' 
business and design needs can now bring in substantial contracts. The existing business is important, of 
course, but growth will come directly from these people's capabilities.' (Linda Fleet)  
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But not everyone was so sanguine about the rise of the design department. 'It is undeniable that 
relationships between the designers and other parts of the company have been under strain recently. I 
suppose it is, to some extent, inevitable. After all, they really do need the freedom to design as they wish. I 
can understand it when they get frustrated at some of the constraints which we have to work under in the 
manufacturing or distribution parts of the business. They also should be able to expect a professional level of 
service from us. Yet the truth is that they make most of the problems themselves. They sometimes don't seem 
to understand the consequences or implications of their design decisions or the promises they make to the 
design houses. More seriously they don't really understand that we could actually help them do their job 
better if they cooperated a bit more. In fact, I now see some of our Design House partners' designers more 
than I do our own designers. The Villessi designers are always in my factory and we have developed some 
really good relationships.' (Grant Williams) 
 
The second major issue concerned sales forecasting and again there were two different views. Grant 
Williams was convinced that forecasts should be improved. 'Every Friday morning we devise a schedule of 
production and distribution for the following week. Yet, usually before Tuesday morning, it has had to be 
significantly changed because of unexpected orders coming in from our customers' weekend sales. This 
causes tremendous disruption to both manufacturing and distribution operations. If sales could be forecast 
more accurately we would achieve far higher utilization, better customer service and, I believe, significant 
cost savings.'  
 
However, Linda Fleet saw things differently. 'Look, I do understand Grant's frustration, but after all, this is a 
fashion business. By definition it is impossible to forecast accurately. In terms of month-by-month sales 
volumes we are in fact pretty accurate, but trying to make a forecast for every week and every product is 
almost impossible to do accurately. Sorry, (that's just the nature of the business we're in. In fact, although 
Grant complains about our lack of forecast accuracy, he always does a great job in responding to unexpected 
customer demand.' 
 
Jim Thompson, the Managing Director, summed up his view of the current situation. 'Particularly significant 
has been our alliances with the Italian and German design houses. In effect we are positioning ourselves as a 
complete service partner to the designers. We have a world-class design capability together with 
manufacturing, order-processing, order-taking and distribution services. These abilities allow us to develop 
genuinely equal partnerships which integrate us into the whole industry's activities.' Linda Fleet also saw an 
increasing role for collaborative arrangements. 'It may be that we are seeing a fundamental change in how 
we do business within our industry. We have always seen ourselves as primarily a company that satisfies 
consumer desires through the medium of providing good service to retailers. The new partnership 
arrangements put us more into the business-to-business sector. I don't have any problem with this in 
principle, but I'm a little anxious as to how much it gets us into areas of business beyond our core expertise.' 
 
The final issue which was being debated within the company was longer term and particularly important. 
'The two big changes we have made in this company have both happened because we exploited a strength 
we already had within the company. Moving into Concept products was possible only because we brought 
our high-tech precision expertise that we had developed in the aerospace sector into the homeware sector 
where none of our new competitors could match our manufacturing excellence. Then, when we moved into 
Design House partnerships, we did so because we had a set of designers who could command respect from 
the world-class design houses with which we formed partnerships. So what is the next move for us? Do we 
expand globally? We are strong in Europe but nowhere else in the world. Do we extend our design scope into 
other markets, such as furniture? If so, that would take us into areas where we have no manufacturing 
expertise. We are great at plastic injection moulding, but if we tried any other manufacturing processes, we 
would be no better than, and probably worse than, other firms with more experience. So what's the future for 
us?' (Jim Thompson) 
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Questions 
 
1. Why is operations management important in CDS? 
 
2. Draw a 4Vs profile for the company's products/services. 
 
3.  What would you recommend to the company if you were asked to advise on improving its 

operations? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:27-29. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: 
FT Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 4: TNT EXPRESS 
 
TNT Express is the world's leading business-to-business express delivery company, delivering 3.5 million 
items a week to over 200 countries using its network of nearly 900 depots, hubs and sortation centres. It 
employs over 48,000 staff worldwide, operates over 19,000 road vehicles and 43 aircraft and has the biggest 
door-to-door air and road express delivery infrastructure in Europe. A pioneer in reliable next-day door-to-
door and same-day deliveries, TNT has maintained its track record for innovation. Its aim, says Managing 
Director Alan Jones, is to 'provide the fastest and most reliable express delivery service. We want to be 
recognized as the best company in the door-to-door express delivery industry. That is why we are passionate 
about continuous improvement and we're totally committed to providing ever-higher levels of customer care. 
It is also why we continue to outperform the opposition in an extremely competitive and fast-changing 
market'. 
 
The company sees the most important elements of the strategy as providing the fastest and most reliable 
express delivery services, giving outstanding levels of customer satisfaction, equipping employees fully to 
satisfy customer needs, adopting a 'right-first' approach in every part of the business, offering later 
collection and earlier delivery times and providing value-added for customers. All of which means that TNT 
Express must continually update its network of air, road and sortation facilities and perfect the seamless 
integration of all its processes. This, in turn, means investing in and managing some major operations 
projects. For example, even though the company already offered the fastest transit times by road in Europe, 
investment in new facilities and processes was needed at the European Express hub in Liege, Belgium and 
the European road hub in Arnhem in the Netherlands. The investment at Liege focused on improving 'end of 
sort' times to reduce door-to-door delivery times. Investments at Arnhem increased the network's capacity 
response to customer demand for services. 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:35. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 5: FAST-FOOD DRIVE-THROUGHS 
 
The quick service restaurant (QSR) industry reckons that the very first drive-through dates back to 1928 
when Royce Hailey first promoted the drive-through service at his Pig Stand Restaurant in Los Angeles. 
Customers would simply drive to the back door of the restaurant where the chef would come out and deliver 
the restaurant's famous 'Barbequed Pig' sandwiches. Today, drive-through processes are slicker, faster. They 
are also more common. In 1975, McDonald's did not have any drive-throughs, today more than 90 per cent 
of its US restaurants incorporate a drive-through process. In fact, 80 per cent of recent fast-food growth has 
come through the growing number of drive-throughs. Says one industry specialist: 'There are a growing 
number of customers for whom fast food is not fast enough. They want to cut waiting time to the very 
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minimum without even getting out of their car. Meeting their needs depends on how smooth we can get the 
process.'  
 
The competition to design the fastest and most reliable drive-through process is fierce. Starbucks' drive-
throughs have strategically placed cameras at the order boards so that servers can recognize regular 
customers and start making their order even before it's placed. Burger King has experimented with 
sophisticated sound systems, simpler menu boards and see-through food bags to ensure greater accuracy 
(no point in being fast if you don't deliver what the customer ordered). These details matter. McDonald's 
claims its sales increase 1 per cent for every six seconds saved at a drive-through, while a single Burger King 
restaurant calculated that its takings increased by $15,000 a year each time it reduced queuing time by one 
second. Menu items must be easy to read 
and understand. Designing 'combo meals' (burger, fries and a cola), for example, saves time at the ordering 
stage.  
 
Perhaps the most remarkable experiment in making drive-through process times slicker is being carried out 
by McDonald's in the USA. On California's central coast 150 miles from Los Angeles, a call centre takes orders 
remotely from 40 McDonald's outlets around the country. The orders are then sent back to the restaurants 
through the internet and the food is assembled only a few meters from where the order was placed. It may 
save only a few seconds on each order, but that can add up to extra sales at busy times of the day.  
 
Yet not everyone is thrilled by the boom in drive-throughs. People living in the vicinity may complain of the 
extra traffic they attract and the unhealthy image of fast food combined with a process that does not even 
make customers get out of their car is, for some, a step too far. 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:89. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 6: ECOLOGICALLY SMART 
 
When Daimler-Chrysler started to examine the feasibility of the Smart town car, the challenge was not just 
to examine the economic feasibility of the product but also to build in environmental sensitivity to the 
design of the product and the process that was to make it. This is why environmental protection is now a 
fundamental part of all production activities in the company's 'Smartville' plant at Hambach near France's 
border with Germany.  
 
The product itself is designed on environmentally compatible principles. Even before assembly starts, the 
product's disassembly must be considered. In fact, the modular construction of the Smart car helped to 
guarantee economical dismantling at the end of its life. This also helps with the recycling of materials. Over 
85 per cent of the Smart's components are recyclable and recycled material is used in its initial construction. 
For example, the Smart's instrument panel comprises 12 per cent recycled plastic material. Similarly, 
production processes are designed to be ecologically sustainable.  
 
The plant's environmentally friendly painting technique allows' less paint to be used while maintaining a high 
quality of protection. It also involves no solvent emission and no hazardous waste, as well as the recycling of 
surplus material. But it is not only the use of new technology that contributes to the plant's ecological 
credentials. Ensuring a smooth and efficient movement of materials within the plant also saves time, effort 
and, above all, energy. So, traffic flow outside and through the building has been optimized, buildings are 
made accessible to suppliers delivering to the plant and conveyor systems are designed to be loaded equally 
in both directions so as to avoid empty runs. The company even claims that the buildings themselves are a 
model for ecological compatibility. No construction materials contain formaldehyde or CFCs and the outside 
of the buildings are lined with 'TRESPA', a raw material made from European timber that is quick to 
regenerate. 
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Questions 
 
1. What are the various objectives that the Smart car's manufacturing processes must achieve? 
 
2. Which do you think are the most important objectives? 
 
3. By 2006 the Smart car was still not profitable for Daimler-Chrysler. Does this necessarily mean that 

some process objectives were neglected? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:93. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 7: NOVARTIS FILLS ITS PRODUCT PIPELINE 
 
There are few industries where new product or service development is more important than in 
pharmaceuticals. The research and development (R&D) budgets that underpin the development of new 
drugs will run into several billion dollars. So managing the development of new drugs for a company like 
Novartis, one of the most respected companies in the pharmaceutical sector, is arguably the most important 
activity in the company. 'We want to discover, develop and successfully market innovative products to cure 
diseases, to ease suffering and to enhance the quality of life,' says the company. Of course, the company also 
wants to do this while being able to provide a return for its shareholders, and with R&D expenditures 
averaging around 20 per cent of sales revenue for most pharmaceutical companies, managing the 
development process is a 'make or break' activity.  
 
Drug development consists of several stages, although these can overlap. The process begins with the drug 
discovery phase. Chemical compounds are investigated in the laboratory to explore their potential for 
further development. Until the last few decades this was a trial and error-based process involving a large 
number of research staff. Now, this part of the process is much more systematic. Using a technique known 
as combinatorial chemistry, thousands of compounds are produced and tested automatically. Automation 
has made this phase of the development process far more efficient. When promising candidates for further 
development have been identified, 'preclinical' testing begins. This is where further laboratory tests 
investigate the pharmacological characteristics of each potential new drug. Issues such as efficacy and 
toxicity are investigated and first thought is given to how the drug could be manufactured should it ever go 
into production. It is a time-consuming process, so of up to 10,000 candidates screened during the drug 
discovery stage, only about 250 will be selected to go through to the preclinical phase that cuts down the 
number of candidates further from 250 to around 5.  
 
These five go on to the first of three stages of the clinical trials that all drugs must undergo before they can 
be considered for market approval. Phase one of clinical trials starts by testing the drugs on healthy 
volunteers before conducting trials with patients who have the disease that the drug is intended to treat. 
Phase two attempts to establish appropriate scales for measuring the effectiveness of the drug, while phase 
three completes the process of quantifying the effectiveness of the drug and checks for any significant side 
effects. Generally clinical trials are carefully regulated and monitored by the government agencies that are 
charged with finally giving approval (or not) for the drug to be marketed. Sometimes these agencies require 
even further clinical trials before approval. Typically, for every five candidates entering the clinical testing 
phases only one is approved to be sold into the market. In total the whole process can easily take up to 15 
years. This means that having plenty of potentially marketable drugs in the development pipeline is vital for 
any pharmaceutical company. In Novartis the ideas coming from its own research institutes and partnerships 
with other research institutions have filled its drug development 'pipeline'. 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:119. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
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CASE STUDY 8: CUSTOMERS DESIGN THEIR OWN SERVICES 
 
Almost all companies will say that they listen to their customers and find out what they want before they 
design products and services. However, some experts think that most companies do not go anywhere near 
far enough in giving customers real influence over the final design. Rather than design for customers, 
increasingly design is being carried out with customers, or even by customers.  
 
There are many opportunities for customers to contribute. For example, some of the 100,000 and more 
visitors at the Boeing Tour Center in Everett, Washington contribute to the design of Boeing aircraft 
interiors. Boeing, has teamed up with Teague, a Seattle firm that designs Boeing airplane interiors, to 
establish the Passenger Experience Research Center adjacent to the normal tour centre. 'The purpose of the 
research is twofold,' says the company. 'To influence the design of airplane interiors with input from actual 
users, and to provide our airline customers with valuable information 
that will help them select their interiors. We like to do this kind of research to find out what passengers prefer 
rather than designing interiors according to what we think passengers might want.' After being measured in 
an outer lobby, participants are given hand-held remote-control devices and shown to their assigned 
airplane seats. A survey is shown on the screen at the front of the cabin and participants answer a series of 
multiple-choice questions, submitting their answers using the remote control. 'It's not hard to get 
volunteers,' says the company. 'People are happy to have a chance to make their preferences known.' 
 
Questions 
 
1. What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of involving customers this closely in the 

design process? 
2. How could providers of education 'products' adopt this idea? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:125. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 9: CUSTOMIZING FOR KIDS 
 
Reducing design complexity is a principle that applies just as much to service as to manufactured products. 
For example, television programmes are made increasingly with a worldwide market in mind. However, most 
television audiences around the world have a distinct preference for programmes which respect their 
regional tastes, culture and of course language. The challenge facing global programme makers therefore is 
to try to achieve the economies which come as a result of high-volume production while allowing 
programmes to be customized for different markets.  
 
For example, take the programme 'Art Attack!' made for the Disney Channel, a children's TV channel shown 
around the world. In 2001, 216 episodes of the show were made in six different language versions. About 60 
per cent of each show is common across all versions. Shots without speaking or where the presenter's face is 
not visible are shot separately. For example, if a simple cardboard model is being made, all versions will 
share the scenes where the presenter's hands only are visible. Commentary in the appropriate language is 
over-dubbed onto the scenes which are edited seamlessly with other shots of the appropriate presenter. 
The final product will have the head and shoulders of Brazilian, French, Italian, German or Spanish 
presenters flawlessly mixed with the same pair of (British) hands constructing the model. The result is that 
local viewers in each market see the show as their own. Even though presenters are flown into the UK 
production studios, the cost of making each episode is only about one third of producing separate 
programmes for each market. 
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Questions 
 
1. How does the concept of modularization apply to this example? 
 
2. What do you think are the similarities between what this company did and how motor vehicle 

manufacturers design their products? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:131. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 10: OPERATIONS IN PRACTICE 
 
It all started as a method of cutting out the 'middle man' and delivering quality PC-compatible computers 
direct to the customer without having to pay retail mark-ups. But using its direct selling methods, Dell went 
on to become the number one computer maker in the business and is quite clearly a success story in an 
industry where many brand names disappeared as competition became fiercer. There are several reasons 
why Dell has been successful, but most of them come down to the way the company has developed its 
position in the supply network. 
 
Founded in 1984, the company introduced its first computer system to its own design a year later. Through 
the rest of the 1980s and the 1990s, growth was rapid. Dell's first international expansion began with the 
opening of its UK subs1diary in 1987. Now from its corporate headquarters in Austin, Texas, the company 
controls sales and service subsidiaries around the world as well as its six manufacturing locations. One 
reason for the company's success was the realization that direct contact with its customers could lead to 
some significant business benefits. For example, you know what your customers think without the 
information being passed back up the supply chain. It also allowed some customization, with individuals 
specifying key components. With some clever product design, Dell can offer a wide variety of products by 
combining a far smaller number of standard modules. By using the company's website, or by calling its sales 
representative, a customer can be guided through a step-by-step 'design' process which specifies the 
computer's speed, storage, type of monitor, etc. This information is passed on to a Dell factory which 'kits' 
the order (that is, collects the specific modules which will go into that computer) and makes the computer 
'to order'. Fast assembly and delivery times ensure that a computer specified by a customer and made 
specifically for that customer is delivered fast and efficiently. Relationships with component suppliers are 
similarly close. Dell says it regards its suppliers as partners in creating value for customers. 'When we launch 
a new product,' says Michael Dell, 'suppliers' engineers are stationed right in our plants. If a customer calls up 
with a problem, we'll stop shipping product while they fix design flaws in real time.' 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:148. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 11: AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEM SUPPLIERS 
 
Take a look at the front part of a car - just the very front part, the bit with the bumper, radiator grill, fog 
lights, side lights, badge and so on. At one time each of these components came from different specialist 
suppliers. Now the whole of this 'module' may come from one 'system supplier'. Traditional car makers are 
getting smaller and are relying on systems suppliers such as TRW in the US, Bosch in Germany and Magna in 
Canada to provide them with whole chunks of car. Some of these system suppliers are global players which 
rival the car makers themselves in scope and reach.  
 
Typical among these is Magna. Based in Canada, it has more than 40,000 employees throughout the US, 
Canada, Mexico, Brazil and China, making everything from bumper/grill sub-assemblies for Honda, General 
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Motors and Daimler-Chrysler, instrument panels for the Jaguar XK8 and metal-body exteriors for the BMW 
Z3 sports car. Magna, like the other system suppliers, has benefited from this shift in car maker supply 
strategy. Cost pressures have forced car makers to let their suppliers take more responsibility for 
engineering and pre-assembly. This also means them working with fewer suppliers. For example, in Ford's 
European operations, the old Escort model took parts from around 700 direct suppliers, while the newer 
Focus model used only 210 (future models may have less than 100). Fewer direct suppliers also makes joint 
development easier. For example, Valva, which places a heavy emphasis on passenger safety, paired up with 
one supplier (Autoliv) to develop safety systems incorporating side air bags. In return for its support, Valva 
got exclusive rights to use the systems for the first year. A smaller number of system suppliers also make it 
easier to update components. While a car maker may not find it economic to change its seating systems 
more than once every seven or eight years, a specialist supplier could have several alternative types of seat 
in parallel development at any one time. 
 
 
Question 
 

1)    What are the implications for companies reducing the number of their direct suppliers, both for the 
suppliers and for their customers? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:152. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
 
CASE STUDY 12: DISNEYLAND PARIS 
 
For the Wait Disney Corporation, the decision to invest in Disneyland Paris was one of the most important 
location decisions it had ever made. The decision was in two parts. First, should Disney open one of Its 
famous theme parks in Europe at all? Second, if so, where should it be located?  
 
The decision to locate in Europe was influenced partly by its experiences in Japan. Tokyo Disneyland, which 
opened in 1983, had been a tremendous success from the start. In Europe, however, there was already a 
well established market in holidays to Florida which took place in Disney and other theme parks. For 
holidaymakers in the UK especially, Florida was only slightly more expensive than travelling to what was then 
called Euro Disney, with the added benefit of better weather. There was also a difference between the 
Japanese view of the themes of the Disney experience and the European view. Many of the Disney stories 
are based on European legends. 'Why,' said some critics, 'build a fake castle on a continent full of real 
castles? Why build a theme park on a continent which is already a theme park?' 
 
Its next decision was where in Europe to build the park. At least two sites were considered - one In Spain and 
one in France. The advantage of France was that it was a far more central location. The demography of 
Europe means that by locating its theme park 30 kilometers east of Paris, it is within relatively easy travelling 
distance of literally millions of potential customers. Spain is geographically less convenient. There was also 
an existing transport infrastructure in this part of France, which as an inducement was made even better by 
the French government which also offered Disney other financial help. However, Spain, geographically more 
isolated and reputedly unable to match the French government's inducements, did have better and more 
predictable weather. What perhaps was not forecast at the time was the initial hostility of the French media 
to what some regarded as cultural imperialism. The project was called a 'cultural Chernobyl' and described 
by one French critic as 'a horror made of cardboard, plastic and appalling colours; a construction of hardened 
chewing gum and idiotic folklore taken straight out of comic books written for obese Americans'. Initially 
there were also, reportedly, some cultural issues in the recruitment and training of staff (or 'cast' as Disney 
calls them). Not all the European (largely French) staff were as amenable to the strict dress and behaviour 
codes as were their equivalents in Disney's US locations. 
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Questions 
 

1)    Summarize what you see as the major factors influencing the  Walt Disney Corporation's decision to locate 
near Paris. 

2)    What difficulties do you think the Disney Corporation must have faced in the early days of running 
Disneyland Paris? 

3)    When transferring a service operation of this type between national or regional cultures, how might the 
design of the operation need to change? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:157. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 13: DEVELOPING NATIONS CHALLENGE SILICON VALLEY 
 
Similar companies with similar needs often cluster together in the same location. For example, knitted 
garment manufacturers dominate parts of Northern Italy. Perhaps the most famous location cluster is in the 
area south of San Francisco, known as Silicon Valley, acknowledged as the most important intellectual and 
commercial hub of high-tech business. Yet Silicon Valley is being challenged by up-and-coming locations, 
especially in developing countries. Here are two examples.  
 
Bangalore in India has for many years been attractive in the computer industry. Back in the 1980s the area 
attracted software code-writing business from Western multi-nationals drawn by the ready availability of 
well educated, low-cost English-speaking software technicians. Now the area has attracted even more 
sophisticated, business. Companies such as Intel, Sun Microsystems, Texas Instruments and Cisco have a 
presence in the area and are using their Bangalore development centres to tackle cutting-edge projects. The 
biggest draw is still India's pool of high-quality, low-cost software engineers. Each year Bangalore alone 
graduates 25,000 computer science engineers, almost the number who graduate in the entire USA. More 
significantly, the average wage of a top-class graduate software engineer is a fraction of that in the USA. Nor 
is there any lack of multi-national experience. For years Western (especially US) high-tech companies have 
employed senior Indian born engineers. Equipped with Silicon Valley experience, some of these engineers 
are happy to return home to manage development teams.  
 
The high-tech research and development activities around Shanghai in China do not have the pedigree of 
those in India, but are increasingly seen as significant in the global technology industry. 'Over the next ten 
years, China will become a ferociously formidable competitor for companies that run the entire length of the 
technology food chain,' according to Michael J. Moritz, a Californian venture-capital firm specializing in high-
tech businesses. And although most industry commentators admit that China has far to go, the combination 
of the availability of a highly skilled and well-educated workforce, often at even lower cost than India, 
together with the Chinese government's encouragement of joint ventures with multinationals, is seen as a 
big impetus to high-tech growth. Multi-nationals such as Alkatel, the French telecom giant, and Matsushita, 
Japan's largest consumer electronics company, as well as chip manufacturer Intel are all investing in research 
and development facilities. 
 
Questions 
 

1)    Do you think that the factors which attract high-tech companies to these developing nation locations are 
going to be as important in ten years' time? 

2)    What advantage do Silicon Valley locations still have over their challengers in developing nations? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:160. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
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CASE STUDY 14: YAMAHA TUNES ITS ASSEMBLY LINES 
 
The Yamaha Corporation of Japan, founded in 1887, has grown to become the world's largest manufacturer 
of musical instruments, as well as producing a whole variety of other goods, from semiconductors and 
robots through to sporting goods and furniture. In recent years it has developed a reputation for product 
diversification, an understanding of new markets and, especially, innovative manufacturing methods. For 
example, it was one of the first piano manufacturers to make up-market grand pianos using assembly-line 
techniques (the picture shows grand pianos being assembled in the same way as motor vehicles). 
 
Traditionally, grand pianos (as opposed to the less expensive and better-selling vertical pianos) were made 
using individual-build methods which relied on craft skills. The main advantage of this was that skilled 
workers could accommodate individual variations in the (often inconsistent) materials from which the piano 
was made. Each individual piano would be constructed around the idiosyncrasies of the material to make a 
product unique in its tone and tuning. Not so with Yamaha, which, although making some of the highest-
quality pianos in the world, emphasizes consistency and reliability, as well as richness of tone. 
 
Question 
 

1)    In the picture a white piano is moving down the assembly line with the black ones. Do you think this will 
pose any problems for managing this assembly line? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:194. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 15: CHOCOLATE AND CUSTOMERS FLOW THROUGH CADBURY 
 
Flow of chocolate 
 
In the famous Cadbury chocolate factory at Bourneville, on the outskirts of Birmingham, UK, chocolate 
products are manufactured to a high degree of consistency and efficiency. Production processes are based 
on a product layout. This has allowed Cadbury's engineers to develop and procure machinery to meet the 
technical and capacity requirements of each stage of the process. Consider, for example, the production of 
Cadbury Dairy Milk bars. First, the standard liquid chocolate is prepared from cocoa beans, fresh milk and 
sugar using specialized equipment, connected together with pipes and conveyors. These processes operate 
continuously, day and night, to ensure consistency of both the chocolate itself and the rate of output. Next, 
the liquid is pumped through heated pipe-work to the moulding department, where it is automatically 
dispensed into a moving line of precision-made plastic moulds which form the chocolate bars and vibrate 
them to remove any trapped air bubbles. The moulds are conveyed continuously into a large refrigerator, 
allowing sufficient time for the chocolate to harden. The next stage inverts the moulds and shakes out the 
moulded bars. These then pass directly to a set of highly automated wrapping and packing machines, from 
where they go to the warehouse. 
 
Flow of customers 
 
Cadbury also has a large visitor centre called 'Cadbury World' alongside the factory (linked to a viewing area 
which looks onto the packaging area described above). Cadbury World is a permanent exhibition devoted 
entirely to chocolate and the part Cadbury has played in its fascinating history. Because most of the 
attractions are indoors, with limited circulation space, the main exhibition and demonstration areas are 
designed to allow a smooth flow of customers, where possible avoiding bottlenecks and delays. The design is 
also a 'product' layout with a single route for all customers. Entry to the Exhibition Area is by timed ticket, to 
ensure a constant flow of input customers, who are free to walk around at their preferred speed, but are 
constrained to keep to the single track through the sequence of displays. On leaving this section, they are 
directed upstairs to the Chocolate Packaging Plant, where a guide escorts batches of customers to the 
appropriate positions where they can see the packing processes and a video presentation. The groups are 
then led down to and around the Demonstration Area, where skilled employees demonstrate small-scale 
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production of handmade chocolates. Finally, visitors are free to roam unaccompanied through a long, 
winding path of the remaining exhibits.  
 
Cadbury has chosen to use the product layout design for both the production of chocolates and the 
processing of its visitors. In both cases, volumes are large and the variety offered is limited. Sufficient 
demand exists for each standard 'product' and the operations objective is to achieve consistent high quality 
at low cost. Neither operation has much volume flexibility and both are expensive to change. 
 
 
Question 
 

1)    Both customers and chocolate in the Cadbury operation seem to conform to a product-type layout. Does 
this mean that both operations have the same objectives? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:196. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 16: NUMMI- NEW UNITED MOTOR MANUFACTURING 
 
NUMMI is an automobile plant in Freemont, California, a joint venture between General Motors (GM) and 
Toyota. It is sited on a plant which GM had closed in 1982 because of poor quality. Productivity was among 
the lowest of any GM plant in the United States, absenteeism was running at around 20 per cent, labour 
relations were dreadful, with wildcat strikes, and alcohol and drug abuse. Soon after GM closed the plant, 
agreement was reached with Toyota to reopen it producing a Japanese-designed car, sold under the GM 
name but manufactured using Toyota's methods of production. Over the next two years the plant hired 
more workers, about 85 per cent of whom had worked in the plant previously. However, the performance of 
the NUMMI plant could hardly have been more different. The plant's productivity was more than twice as 
high as when it was run by GM, almost as high as Toyota's Takoaka plant in Japan. Quality also improved 
dramatically. Audits showed that quality levels were almost as high as Takoaka's and certainly higher than 
any other GM plant. Absenteeism had dropped from over 20 per cent in the old GM-run plant to between 3 
and 4 per cent.  
 
Among the reasons for the success of the NUMMI plant were clearer organizational goals, a selective 
approach to recruiting and single status for everyone in the factory, even the pride of working on a better 
designed product. However, the new plant and its management did not abandon the techniques of scientific 
management which the previous plant's regime had supposedly used. The philosophy of job standardization 
is still rigorously applied. Every job in the plant is carefully analyzed using method study principles to achieve 
maximum efficiency and quality. Jobs are timed, using stopwatches, and the detail of jobs questioned 
critically. Yet whereas before, the company's industrial engineers were in charge of applying method study 
techniques, now it is the operators (or team members as they are called) themselves who perform the 
analysis of their own jobs. Team members time each other, using stopwatches, and analyze the sequence of 
tasks in each job. They look for alternative ways of doing the job which improve safety and efficiency and can 
be sustained at a reasonable pace throughout the day. Each team will then take its improved job proposals 
and compare them with those developed by the comparable team doing the same job on a different shift. 
The resulting new job specification is then recorded and becomes the standard work definition for all staff 
performing that job. There are several further benefits: 
 
•   Safety and work-related stress injuries improve because potentially dangerous or harmful elements 

have been removed from the job. 
•   Productivity improves because wasted elements of the job have been eliminated. Quality standards 

improve because potential 'fail points' in the job have been analyzed out. 
•   Flexibility improves and job rotation is easier because standards are clearer and all staff understand 

the intrinsic structure of their jobs.  
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One team leader compared the way in which the industrial engineers in the old plant had designed jobs with 
the way it was done under the NUMMI regime. 'I don't think the industrial engineers were dumb. They were 
just ignorant. Anyone can watch someone else doing a job and come up with improvement suggestions...and 
it's even easier to come up with the ideal procedure if you don't even bother to watch the worker at work but 
just do it from your office...almost anything can look good that way. Even when we do our own analysis in 
our teams, some of the silliest ideas can slip through before we actually try them out. There's a lot of things 
that enter into a good job design. The person actually doing the job is the only one who can see all factors.' 
 
Questions 
 

1)    What do you see as the main differences between traditional work study as described in the text and the 
way in which NUMMI operates it? 

2)    What other aspects of job design seem to be put into practice at NUMMI? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:263. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 17: BA AT WATERSIDE 
 
Waterside is British Airways' state-of-the-art complex and training centre, designed by architect Niels Torp. 
The complex comprises six buildings arranged along a common spine called 'the Street'. They all have their 
own outward-facing courtyards and are linked by the Street which creates a 'mall' or 'village' atmosphere 
with trees and fountains, coffee shops and restaurants surrounded by glass-walled offices, walkways and 
lifts. In the open-plan offices cabin crew and customer service staff (the 'uniforms') are brought together 
with product developers, strategists and sales staff (the 'suits'). All the furniture and equipment in the 
buildings are the same, so office moves are simple. Many desks are shared and these 'hot desks' can be 
booked by staff as and when required. PIN numbers provide access to the telephone networks and personal-
style telephone numbers and, like the computer links, they can be accessed from any desk. Likewise, 
cordless phones can be taken and used around the building. More transient staff – sales staff, for example 
are provided with 'touch-down points' where they can use a phone or computer or plug in their own laptop. 
 
Efficient use of space also comes from ‘club areas where employees can work informally in a lounge setting. 
Diaries and training manuals are all computerized and accessible throughout the building. The idea is to 
create a relaxed atmosphere which encourages interaction, communication and teamwork. Hours of work 
are flexible, with employees judged on their output rather than attendance. ‘Staff should enjoy the 
experience of being here,’ says a company spokesperson, ‘whether they are in the building all of the time or 
call in once a week. It is an informal environment. People can see and meet others who work in different 
departments. In the old building, it was different. People worked in their own rooms and had their own space. 
If you went to visit them it was like going onto someone else’s territory. The way we operate here is not only 
more transparent, it is more efficient.’ 
 
Questions 
 

1) How might this way of working improve quality and flexibility? 
2) How might processing costs be affected? 
3) What do you think might be the disadvantages of this type of working? 

 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:277-278. Operations Management.  5th edition. 
England: FT Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
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CASE STUDY 18: THE GREAT PYRAMID OF GIZA 
 
The Giza Quarry Company that we used as an example is a modern interpretation of the quarry that 
provided the stone to build the great Pyramid of Giza that was commissioned by Pharaoh Khufu (known 
today as Cheops). This vast but precisely built monument was constructed over 4500 years ago. It is more 
than 140 meters high, has a base 230 meters by 230 meters and covers an area big enough for over 200 
tennis courts. It was the most massive man-made edifice until the building of the Hoover Dam in Arizona in 
the 1930s. The outside of the pyramid is made up of over 2.5 million blocks of stone, each weighing an 
average of 5 tonnes. Yet each stone had to have precisely square edges so that they fitted together perfectly 
with no gaps; furthermore the sides had to slope at precisely 43 degrees. The inside is solid apart from a 
maze of chambers.  
 
Building this monument was a task that would tax any modern operations manager and construction 
engineer. It took around 60 years to build and required tens of thousands of men and women brought in 
from all over Egypt. They were not slaves but workers from a rich and well-developed country willing and 
eager to work for their God-King. It needed skilled and unskilled people and teams of managers and 
administrators to oversee and coordinate the task and to mark and track every single stone. It required an 
army of support staff, cooking, cleaning and providing clothes, food and shelter for all the workers. Each and 
every working day thousands of tons of stone were quarried, cut, dressed and dragged up onto this 
enormous monument. It required over 1500 skilled masons and their support teams. Teams of sledge pullers 
(about 30 in each team) 'raced' each other (the blocks moved at less than 1 meter per minute). The team 
going up would compare the position at which they met the team coming down; according to where they 
passed on the ramp they would know which team was winning the race. This rivalry fuelled a phenomenal 
work rate. Each of the nine large blocks needed teams of over 200 men to move them. The Pyramid of Giza 
still stands today, the only one of the remaining wonders of the ancient world, as a tribute to the skills not 
only of the people who built it but also the managers who designed the jobs and organized the building of 
this phenomenal monument. 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:279. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 19: SOUTH WEST CROSS BANK 
 
Towards the end of the 1990s, much of the European retail banking industry was facing unprecedented 
levels of competition. This was partly the result of excess capacity (many towns had four or more bank 
branches within 100 meters of each other) and partly triggered by the presence of aggressive new entrants, 
including insurance companies and other retailers, such as supermarkets. Many of the new retail banks 
concentrated on a few simple financial products such as current accounts, deposit accounts and mortgages, 
in contrast to most conventional banks, which offered hundreds or even thousands of different products. At 
the same time, new delivery systems such as telephone and internet banking were being introduced.  
 
South West Cross Bank (SWX) had not performed well and was in the lower quartile of the big banks in 
Europe. However, it did have a strong retail brand image, high market shares in some sectors (such as small 
business loans) and a reliable but unspectacular profit record. But it was perceived to be late in recognizing 
the importance of developing its operations. Many large banks had been much quicker to install the latest 
information systems, allowing automation of many routine activities. Several competitors had experimented 
with centralization and/or regionalization of routine operations, such as telephony and correspondence that 
had previously been carried out in the branches. This had freed up staff time for selling financial products 
and at the same time had introduced efficiencies that could never have been achieved at branch level. Some 
banks, however, had paid a price. Not all customers were satisfied with the changes and some banks had 
received bad publicity. This letter to a national newspaper was typical: 'My bank recently introduced, without 
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warning, a bizarre system whereby a customer cannot telephone his branch manager or write to him and 
expect him to receive the letter and reply to it. A London customer now has to ring a number in Wales, where 
a call will be diverted to some central point which deals with general enquiries, balances, standing orders, 
statements, etc. If the customer writes to his branch manager, he does not see the letter and it frequently 
seems to disappear. When the customer does not receive a reply, he has no idea whom to ring to check up. In 
other words, there is no one point of contact within the bank. This appalling treatment is being meted out to 
all customers of however long standing. Everyone I know is complaining bitterly about it.'  
 
The appended editor's comment was: 'Everyone I know is complaining too! I sympathize wholeheartedly and 
have commented about it before in this paper. In an attempt to cut costs, all the big banks have introduced 
customer service call centres to deal with routine enquiries, frequently with automated recorded' messages 
which require you to punch in numbers to access information on your account. These are known in the 
industry as 'factories'.'  
 
As a late implementer of operational change, SWX had the advantage of being able to learn from 
competitors' mistakes. It decided that radical change was required to make the retail operation more 
efficient in driving down costs and more effective in improving customer service quality. These were to be 
achieved simultaneously, using the latest 'state-of-the-art' equipment. 
 
SWX embarked on one of the most extensive operational change programmes ever conducted in the 
European banking industry. The project, budgeted at around €3 billion was planned to roll out over two 
years and would redesign almost every process in the retail bank division. Most processes that had 
previously been carried out at branches were to be transferred to large, specialized processing centres, 
allowing head-count reductions and space saving at every branch. Valuable back-office space could then be 
sold or rented to other businesses, while more space could be devoted to front-office, customer-facing 
activities. Branch staff had previously been involved both with dealing with customers it and with a wide 
variety of back-office tasks. These included cheque processing, cash balancing, answering phone calls from 
branch customers letter writing, setting up direct debits and other payment processes. One long-serving 
branch employee, Christina Kusonski, summed up her feelings about the proposed changes.  
 
'With the expected halving of the branch staff numbers, those of us who have been asked to stay will see 
major changes to our jobs. We currently have to do a variety of tasks, including some boring ones like cheque 
processing. But these routine jobs only last for around half an hour and then we can do something else, as 
directed by the assistant manager. Every day is different because the mix of work changes and we work with 
different people when they need help. For example, Fridays are usually busy on the cash desk, with people 
drawing money for the weekend. On Mondays we get more cheques paid in and more phone calls too. Under 
the new system, there will be hardly any back-room jobs, so we will be 'on show' from morning to night. We 
won't be able to have a chat out of sight of the customers like before when we were doing some routine 
office jobs! And the pressure will be on being nice to the customers and taking every opportunity to sell them 
insurance or some other product. And what about lunchtime when so many customers come in? Almost 
everyone used to come to serve at the counter, but now there won't be anyone to call forward. To be honest, 
I'm not looking forward to it at all, and I only hope the customers are very patient and loyal to our bank. 
 
'Our, manager has given us a number of briefings, and has assured us that we are his selected team, but I am 
not convinced. Each of us will be responsible for serving just one customer at a time, so I can't see how we 
will be working as an empowered work team as he described. Actually, I think it will be a worse job - we will 
be very isolated from each other and constantly under pressure. I will give it a try, but if my fears come true, I 
will apply to work in the new call centre down the road. There are more than 300 staff there and they work in 
close teams of ten. It has already got a reputation as a good place to work ... the latest telephone equipment, 
a nice office and managers who are listening to suggestions from teams and individuals. I don't think there is 
much future for us in the branches.' 
 
That evening, at a social event in the local pub, Christina met a former colleague, Silvia Lowener, who had 
been the first to leave the branch three weeks earlier. She now travelled daily to the new cheque-processing 
centre (CPC) some 20 km away. Inevitably, they soon began talking about work, and Silvia was full of 
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enthusiasm for the new job: 'At first I found the job rather boring, but at least we don't get any problems 
with customers; they could not get anywhere near the place! We work in teams and I am in the data-entry 
department, where we read digital images (electronic photographs) of the cheques and key in the amount 
shown. We are only keying the, ones which the automated optical character recognition (OCR) system has 
not been able to read, which includes many with terrible handwriting. Most of the work comes in from the 
retail branches from lunchtime onwards, so we are all on afternoon or evening shifts. I work six hours, from 4 
o'clock in the afternoon. I am in a team of eight and our workstations are on an octagonal layout facing in, so 
we can see· each other. The team leader is one of the eight and is responsible for our output and quality 
performance, which can be compared with other teams here and the other CPCs. When working, we are 
required to key 12,000 characters per hour, which is around 3000 cheques, so we have to concentrate hard. 
We all have a 15-minute break every two hours; some of the staff go for a smoke, while others socialize over 
a coffee. We meet as a team for ten minutes at the beginning of every shift. We are encouraged to join 
process improvement teams, both in our own areas and covering the whole process. We have already made 
lots of good suggestions for improvements, but most involve reprogramming, so there are long delays in 
getting the changes we want. I think we will also soon run out of things to do.' 
 
'We are near the end of the process here. The polythene-wrapped parcels of cheques are delivered 
periodically from the branches by a security firm, the bar codes are scanned and the parcels are check-
weighed and signed for, in the reception department. They are then accumulated in a wheeled trolley until it 
is full. The trolley is then wheeled through to the preparation room where the parcels are cut open and the 
bundles of cheques are extracted. Individuals sort through them, looking for and extracting any metal 
staples, rubber bands and perforations at the edges, all of which can cause blockages in the OCR machines. 
When this has been done, the bundles of cheques are vibrated in a special ''joddle'' machine to align two 
edges in preparation for feeding the OCRs. The prepared bundles are placed in trays and then on shelved 
trolleys to be moved, when full, to the OCR machine room, where they wait in a queue until an operative 
prepares them (further joddling!) for the machine. The first "capture pass" through the machine records the 
image and print encodes the cheques for subsequent identification. The digital image is either successfully 
read by the computer or passed to us for manual keying. Once this is done and the batch balances (credits 
and debits must match exactly), the cheques are re-fed into the machines. This second pass sorts by the 
origination bank in preparation for clearing in London. Sorted cheques are packed (by bank), taken to the 
reception 
department and then taken by courier to London.' 
 
Questions 
 

1)    How would these changes affect the job of a branch manager? What new skills would be required? 
2)    What would be the effect on the job design of branch employees in terms of the elements of the 

'behavioural' design model? 
3)    Compare the extent to which empowerment is feasible and desirable at a branch and at a CPC. 
4)    Prepare a process flow chart for the cheque-processing operation. How many of the steps are value-

adding? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:280-282. Operations Management.  5th edition. 
England: FT Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
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CASE STUDY 20: THE HOSPITAL TRIAGE SYSTEM 
 
One of the hospital environments that is most difficult to schedule is the Accident and Emergency 
department, where patients arrive at random, without any prior warning, throughout the day. It is up to the 
hospital's reception and the medical staff to devise rapidly a schedule which meets most of the necessary 
criteria. In particular, patients who arrive having had serious accidents or presenting symptoms of a serious 
illness need to be attended to urgently. Therefore, the hospital will schedule these cases first. Less urgent 
cases - perhaps patients who are in some discomfort, but whose injuries or illnesses are not life threatening - 
will have to wait until the urgent cases are treated. Routine non-urgent cases will have the lowest priority of 
all. In many circumstances, these patients will have to wait for the longest time, which may be many hours, 
especially if the hospital is busy. Sometimes these non-urgent cases may even be turned away if the hospital 
is too busy with more important cases. In situations where hospitals expect sudden influxes of patients, they 
have developed what is known as a triage system, whereby medical staff hurriedly sort through the patients 
who have arrived to determine which category of urgency each patient fits into. In this way a suitable 
schedule for the various treatments can be devised in a short period of time. 
 
Questions 
 

1)    Why do you think that the triage system is effective in controlling operations in Accident and Emergency 
departments? 

2)    Are there any dangers in this approach? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:302. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 21: BRITVIC – DELIVERING DRINKS TO DEMAND 
 
Britvic is among Europe's leading soft drink manufacturers, a major player in a market consuming nearly 10 
billion litres a year. Annually, Britvic bottles, distributes and sells over 1 billion litres of ready-to-drink soft 
drinks in around 400 different flavours, shapes and sizes, including brands such as Pepsi, Tango, Robinsons, 
Aqua Libra, Purdey's and J20. Every year, Britvic produces enough cans of soft drinks to stretch three times 
around the world, so it has to be a high-volume and high-speed business. Its six UK factories contain factory 
lines producing up to 1500 cans a minute, with distribution organized on a giant scale. At the centre of its 
distribution network is a National Distribution Centre (NOG) located at Lutterworth, UK. It is designed to 
operate 24 hours a day throughout the year, handling up to 620 truckloads of soft drinks daily and, together 
with a national network of 12 depots, it has to ensure that 250,000 outlets in the UK receive their orders on 
time. Designed and built in collaboration with Wincanton, a specialist supply chain solutions company, which 
now manages Britvic's NDC, it is capable of holding up to 140 million cans in its 50,000-pallet 'High Bay' 
warehouse. All information, from initial order to final delivery, is held electronically. Loads are scanned at 
Britvic factories and fed into the 'Business Planning and Control System' that creates a schedule of receipts. 
This information is then fed to the Warehouse Management System and when haulers arrive at the NDC, 
data is passed over to the Movement Control System that controls the retrieval of pallets from the High Bay.  
 
Over the year Britvic distributes more than 100 million cases. However, the demand pattern for soft drinks is 
seasonal, with short-term changes caused by both weather and marketing campaigns. Furthermore, Britvic's 
service policy of responding whenever customers want deliveries has a dramatic impact on the NDC and its 
capacity planning. 'Our busiest periods are during the summer and in the run up to Christmas, where we 
expect over 200 trailers in and out each day - that equates to about 3 million cases per week. In the quiet 
periods, especially after Christmas, we have less than a million cases per week' (Distribution Manager). Not 
only is demand on the NDC seasonal in a general sense, it can vary from 2000 pallets one day to 6000 the 
next as a result of short-term weather patterns and variable order patterns from large customers 
(supermarkets). Given the lack of space in the High Bay, it is not possible to simply stock up for the busy 
periods, so flexibility and efficiency are the keys to success.  
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The NDC uses a number of methods to cope with demand fluctuation. Most important is the use and 
development of technology both within the NDC and out in Britvic's supply chain. High levels of throughput 
and the ability to respond quickly to demand fluctuations depend on the use of integrated information 
technology linked to automated High Bay handling technology. 'Without the automation this plant simply 
couldn't function. You realize how much you need this system when it breaks down! The other day, multiple 
errors in the system meant that in the space of six hours we went from being ahead to having 50 loads 
waiting to be processed. That equates to 1350 pallets or nearly 4 million cans.'  
 
Human resource management is also key in managing capacity. Every morning the shift manager receives 
orders for the day, although further orders can be placed at any time during the day. The order information 
allows the multi-skilled workforce to be allocated effectively. The daily meetings also allow any problems to 
be addressed and dealt with before they become critical. Finally, by outsourcing the NOC management to 
Wincanton, the site is able to second employees from other Wincanton-owned sites when demand is high. 
'Our other sites around the country have different peaks and troughs throughout the year which' helps us 
utilize employee numbers.' 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:321-322. Operations Management.  5th edition. 
England: FT Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 22: MANAGING QUEUES AT MADAME TUSSAUD'S, AMSTERDAM 
 
A short holiday in Amsterdam would not be complete without a visit to Madame Tussaud's, located on four 
upper floors of the city's most prominent department store in Dam Square. With 600,000 visitors each year, 
this is the third most popular tourist attraction in Amsterdam, after the flower market and canal trips. On 
busy days in the summer, the centre can just manage to handle 5000 visitors. On a wet day in January, 
however, there may be only 300 visitors throughout the whole day. The centre is open for admission, seven 
days a week, from 10.00 am to 5.30 pm. In the streets outside, orderly queues of expectant tourists snake 
along the pavement, looking in at the displays in the store windows. In this public open space, Tussaud's can 
do little to entertain the visitors, but entrepreneurial buskers and street artists are quick to capitalize on a 
captive market.  
 
On reaching the entrance lobby, individuals, families and groups purchase their admissions tickets. The lobby 
is in the shape of a large horseshoe, with the ticket sales booth in the centre. On winter days or at quiet 
spells, there will be only one sales assistant, but on busier days, visitors can pay at either side of the ticket 
booth, to speed up the process. Having paid, the visitors assemble in the lobby outside the two lifts. While 
waiting in this area, a photographer wanders around offering to take photos of the visitors standing next to 
life-sized wax figures of famous people. They may also be entertained by living look-alikes of famous 
personalities who act as guides to groups of visitors in batches of around 25 customers (the capacity of each 
of the two lifts which takes visitors up to the facility). The lifts arrive every four minutes and customers 
disembark simultaneously, forming one group of about 50 customers, who stay together throughout the 
section. 
 
Questions 
 

1)    Generally, what could Madame Tussaud's do to cope with its demand fluctuations? 
2)    What does the operation do to make queuing relatively painless? What else could it do? 

 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:350. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
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CASE STUDY 23: HOLLY FARM 
 
In 2003, Charles and Gillian Giles decided to open up their farm to the paying public, in response to 
diminishing profits from their milk and cereals activities. They invested all their savings in building a 40-space 
car park and an area with spaces for six 40-seater buses, a safe viewing area for the milking parlour, special 
trailers for passengers to be transported around the farm on guided tours, a permanent exhibition of 
equipment, a 'rare breeds' paddock, a children's adventure playground, a picnic area and a farm shop. 
Behind the farm shop they built a small 'factory' making real dairy ice-cream, which also provided for public 
viewing. Ingredients for the ice-cream, pasteurized cream and eggs, sugar, flavourings, etc, were bought out, 
although this was not obvious to the viewing public.  
 
Gillian took responsibility for all these new activities and Charles continued to run the commercial farming 
business. Through advertising, giving lectures to local schools and local organizations, the number of visitors 
to the farm increased steadily. By 2006 Gillian became so involved in running her business that she was 
unable to give so much time to these promotional activities and the number of paying visitors levelled out to 
around 15,000 per year. Although the farm opened to the public at 11.00 am and closed at 7.00 pm after 
milking was finished, up to 90 per cent of visitors in cars or coaches would arrive later than 12.30 pm, picnic 
until around 2.00 pm and tour the farm until about 4.00 pm. By that time, around 20 per cent would have 
visited the farm shop and left, but the remainder would wait to view the milking, then visit the shop to 
purchase ice-cream and other produce, then depart. 
 
Gillian opened the farm to the public each year from April to October inclusive. Demand would be too low 
outside this period, the conditions were often unsuitable for regular tractor rides and most of the animals 
had to be kept inside. Early experience had confirmed that midweek demand was too low to justify opening, 
but Friday through Monday was commercially viable, with almost exactly twice as many visitors on Saturdays 
and Sundays than on Fridays or Mondays. Gillian summed up the situation. 'I have decided to attempt to 
increase the number of farm visitors in 2007 by 50 per cent. This would not only improve our return on 'farm 
tours' assets, but also would help the farm shop to achieve its targets, and the extra sales of ice-cream would 
help to keep the 'factory' at full output. The real problem is whether to promote sales to coach firms or to 
intensify local advertising to attract more families in cars. We could also consider tie-ups with schools for 
educational visits, but I would not want to use  my farm guides staff on any extra weekdays, as Charles needs 
them three days per week for 'real' farming work. However, most of the farm workers are glad of this extra 
work as it fits in well with their family life and helps them to save up for the luxuries most farm workers 
cannot afford.'  
 
The milking parlour 
 
With 150 cows to milk, Charles invested in a 'carousel' parlour where cows are milked on a slow-moving 
turntable. Milking usually lasts from 4.30 pm to 7.00 pm, during which time visitors can view from a purpose-
built gallery which has space and explanatory tape recordings, via headphones, for 12 people. Gillian has 
found that on average spectators like to watch for ten minutes, including five minutes for the explanatory 
tape. 'We're sometimes a bit busy on Saturdays and Sundays and a queue often develops before 4.00 pm as 
some people want to see the milking and then go home. Unfortunately, neither Charles nor the cows are 
prepared to start earlier. However, most people are patient and everybody gets their turn to see this bit of 
high technology. In a busy period, up to 80 people per hour pass through the gallery.’ 
 
The ice-cream 'factory' 
 
The factory is operated 48 weeks per year, four days per week, eight hours per day, throughout the year. 
The three employees, farm workers' wives, are expected to work in line with farm opening from April to 
October, but hours and days are by negotiation in other months. All output is in 1 litre plastic boxes, of 
which 350 are made every day, which is the maximum mixing and fast-freezing capacity. Although extra 
mixing hours would create more unfrozen ice-cream, the present equipment cannot safely and fully fast 
freeze more than 350 litres over a 24-hour period. Ice-cream that is not fully frozen cannot be transferred to 
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the finished goods freezer, as slower freezing spoils the texture of the product. As it takes about one hour to 
clean out between flavours, only one of the four flavours is made on any day. The finished goods freezer 
holds a maximum of 10,000 litres, but to allow stock rotation, it cannot in practice be loaded to above 7000 
litres. Ideally no ice-cream should be held more than 6 weeks at the factory, as the total recommended 
storage time is only 12 weeks prior to retail sale (there is no preservative used). Finished goods inventory at 
the end of December 2007 was 3600 litres. Gillian's most recent figures indicated that all flavours cost about 
£2 per litre to produce (variable cost of materials, packaging and labour). The factory layout is by process 
with material preparation and weighing sections, mixing area, packing equipment and separate freezing 
equipment. It is operated as a batch process. 
 
Ice-cream sales 
 
The majority of output is sold through regional speciality shops and food sections of department stores. 
These outlets are given a standard discount of 25 per cent to allow a 33 per cent mark-up to the normal 
retail price of £4 per litre. Minimum order quantity is 100 litres and Gillian makes deliveries in the van on 
Tuesdays. Also, having been shown around the farm and 'factory', a large proportion of visitors buy ice-
cream at the farm shop and take it away in well-insulated containers that keep it from melting for up to two 
hours in the summer. Gillian commented: 'These are virtually captive customers. We have analyzed this 
demand and found that on average one out of two coach customers buys a 1 litre box. On average, a car 
comes with four occupants and two 1litre boxes are purchased. The farm shop retail price is £4 per box, 
which gives us a much better margin than for our sales to shops.' 
 
In addition, a separate, fenced, road entrance allows local customers to purchase goods at a separate 
counter of the farm shop without payment for, or access to, the other farm facilities. 'This is a surprisingly 
regular source of sales. We believe this is because householders make very infrequent visits to stock up their 
freezers almost regardless of the time of year or the weather. We also know that 'local hotels buy a lot this 
way and their use of ice-cream is year-round, with a peak only at Christmas when there are a larger number 
of banquets.' 
 
All sales in this category are at the full retail price (£4). The finished product is sold to three categories of 
buyers: See Table 11.3. Note - (a) no separate record is kept of those sales to the paying farm visitors and 
those to the 'farm shop only', (b) the selling prices and discounts for 2008 will be as 2007, (c) Gillian 
considered that 2007 was reasonably typical in terms of weather, although rainfall was a little higher than 
average during July and August.  
 
Table 11.4 gives details of visitors to the farm and ice-cream sales in 2007. Gillian's concluding comments 
were: 'We have a long way to go to make this enterprise meet our expectations. We will probably make only 
a small return on capital employed in 2007, so must do all we can to increase our profitability. Neither of us 
wants to put more capital into the business, as we would have to borrow at interest rates of up to 15 per 
cent. We must make our investment work better. As a first step, I have decided to increase the number of 
natural flavours of our ice-cream to ten (currently only four) to try to defend the delicatessen trade against a 
competitor's aggressive marketing campaign. I don't expect that to fully halt the decline in our sales to these 
outlets and this is reflected in our sales forecast.' 
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Questions 
 

1)   Evaluate Gillian's proposal to increase the number of farm visitors in 2008 by 50 per cent. (You may wish to 
consider: What are the main capacity constraints within these businesses? Should she promote coach 
company visits, even if this involves offering a discount on the admission charges? Should she pursue 
increasing visitors by car or school parties? In what other ways is Gillian able to manage capacity? What 
other information would help Gillian to take these decisions? 

2)   What factors should Gillian consider when deciding to increase the number of flavours from four to ten? 
(Note: For any calculations, assume that each month consists of four weeks. The effects of statutory holidays 
should be ignored for the purpose of this initial analysis.) 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:352-354. Operations Management.  5th edition. 
England: FT Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
CASE STUDY 24: SAP AT ROLLS-ROYCE 
 
Rolls-Royce is one of the world's largest manufacturers of the gas turbines that are used to propel civil 
aircraft, military aircraft, ships, and in power generation as well as many other uses. They are exceptionally 
complex products, typically with around 25,000 parts and hundreds of assemblies and sub-assemblies. Their 
production is equally complex with over 600 external suppliers and thousands of work centres in many 
different locations, which is why Rolls-Royce was one of the earliest users of computers to help with 
planning. Traditionally the company had developed its own software; however, this had become increasingly 
expensive compared with buying off-the-shelf systems. It was also risky because customized and complex 
software could be difficult to update and often could not exchange or share data. So the company decided 
to implement a standard ERP system from the market-leading German SAP company. Because it was a 
'commercial' off-the-shelf system it would force the company to adopt a standardized approach. Also it 
would fully integrate all the company's systems and updates would be made available by SAP. Finally, the 
whole organization would be able to use a single database, reducing duplication and errors. The database 
modules included product information, resource information (plant assets, capacities of machines, all human 
resource data, etc.), inventory, external suppliers, order-processing information and external sales.  
 
Yet the company knew that many ERP implementations had been expensive disasters. 'We were determined 
to ensure that this did not happen in Rolls-Royce,' said Julian Goulder, who led the implementation. 'The 
project was too important to us; it was the largest single element within our strategic investment plan. So we 
had a core technical team that led the design of the systems and a large implementation team that was 
spread around the businesses. We always made sure that we communicated the changes throughout the 
company and used extensive education and training. We also phased the implementation to avoid any risky 
"big-bang" approach. There was an extensive data "clean-up" to ensure accuracy and integrity of existing 
information, and all existing processes were reviewed and standardized. In fact, this implementation forced 
us to re-examine all of our processes, to make sure that they fitted the SAP system. Within operations we 
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have already seen a significant reduction in inventory, improved customer service and substantially improved 
business information and controls.' 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:436. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
 
 
CASE STUDY 25: THE UK’S NATIONAL BLOOD SERVICE 
 
No inventory manager likes to run out of stock. But for blood services, such as the UK's National Blood 
Service (NBS), the consequences of running out of stock can be particularly serious. Many people owe their 
lives to transfusions that were made possible by the efficient management of blood, stocked in a supply 
network that stretches from donation centres through to hospital blood banks. The NBS supply chain has 
three main stages:  
 
• Collection, which involves recruiting and retaining blood donors, encouraging them to attend donor 

sessions (at mobile or fixed locations) and transporting the donated blood to their local blood centre;  
• Processing, which breaks blood down into its constituent parts (red cells, platelets and plasma) as well as 

over 20 other blood-based 'products'; 
•   Distribution, which transports blood from blood centres to hospitals in response to both routine and 

emergency requests. Of the Service's 200,000 deliveries a year, about 2500 are emergency deliveries. 
 
Inventory accumulates at all three stages and in individual hospitals' blood banks. Within the supply chain, 
around 11.5 per cent of donated red blood cells are lost. Much of this is due to losses in processing, but 
around 5 per cent is not used because it has 'become unavailable', mainly because it has been stored for too 
long. Part of the Service's inventory control task is to keep this 'time expired' loss to a minimum. In fact, only 
small losses occur within the NBS; most blood is lost when it is stored in hospital blood banks that are 
outside its direct control. However, it does attempt to provide advice and support to hospitals to enable 
them to use blood efficiently.  
 
Blood components and products need to be stored under a variety of conditions, but will deteriorate over 
time. This varies depending on the component; platelets have a shelf life of only five days and demand can 
fluctuate significantly. This makes stock control particularly difficult. Even red blood cells that have a shelf 
life of 35 days may not be acceptable to hospitals if they are close to their 'use-by date'. Stock accuracy is 
crucial. Giving a patient the wrong type of blood can be fatal. 
 
At a local level demand can be affected significantly by accidents. One serious accident involving a cyclist 
used 750 units of blood, which completely exhausted the available supply (miraculously, he survived). Large-
scale accidents usually generate a surge of offers from donors wishing to make immediate donations. There 
is also a more predictable seasonality to the donating of blood, with a low period during the summer 
vacation. Yet there is always an unavoidable tension between maintaining sufficient stocks to provide a very 
high level of supply dependability to hospitals and minimizing wastage. Unless blood stocks are controlled 
carefully, they can easily go past the 'use-by date' and be wasted. But avoiding outdated blood products is 
not the only inventory objective at NBS. It also measures the percentage of requests that it was able to meet 
in full, the percentage emergency requests delivered within two hours, the percentage of units banked to 
donors bled, the number of new donors enrolled and the number of donors waiting longer than 30 minutes 
before they were able to donate. The traceability of donated blood is also increasingly important. Should any 
problems with a blood product arise, its source can be traced back to the original donor. 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:366-367. Operations Management.  5th edition. 
England: FT Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
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CASE STUDY 26: HOWARD SMITH PAPER GROUP 
 
The Howard Smith Paper Group operates the most advanced warehousing operation within the European 
paper merchanting sector, delivering over 120,000 tonnes of paper annually. The function of a paper 
merchant is to provide the link between the 'paper mills and the printers or converters. This is illustrated in 
Figure 12.10. It is a sales and service-driven business, so the role of the operation function is to deliver 
whatever the salesperson has promised to the customer. Usually, this means precisely the right product at 
the right time at the right place and in the right quantity. The company's operations are divided into two 
areas, 'logistics' which combines all warehousing and logistics tasks, and 'supply side' which includes 
inventory planning, purchasing and merchandising decisions. Its main stocks are held at the national 
distribution centre, located in Northampton in the middle part of the UK. This location was chosen because it 
is at the centre of the company's main customer location and also because it has good access to motorways. 
 
 
The key to any efficient merchanting operation lies in its ability to do three things well. First, it must 
efficiently store the desired volume of required inventory. Second, it must have a 'goods inward' programme 
that sources the required volume of desired inventory. Third, it must be able to fulfill customer orders by 
'picking' the desired goods fast and accurately from its warehouse. The warehouse is operational 24 hours 
per day, 5 days per week. A total of 52 staff are employed in the warehouse, including maintenance and 
cleaning staff. Skill sets are not an issue, since all pickers are trained for all tasks. This facilitates easier 
capacity management, since pickers can be deployed where most urgently needed. Contract labour is used 
on occasions, although this is less effective because the staff tend to be less motivated and have to learn the 
job.  
 
At the heart of the company's operations is a warehouse known as a 'dark warehouse'. All picking and 
movement within the dark warehouse is fully automatic and there is no need for any person to enter the 
high bay stores and picking area. The important difference with this warehouse operation is that pallets are 
brought to the pickers. Conventional paper merchants send pickers with handling equipment into the 
warehouse aisles for stock. A warehouse computer system WCS) controls the whole operation without the 
need for human input. It manages pallet location and retrieval, robotic crane missions, automatic conveyors, 
bar code label production and scanning, and all picking routines and priorities. It also calculates operator 
activity and productivity measures, as well as issuing documentation and planning transportation schedules. 
The fact that all product is identified by a unique bar code means that accuracy is guaranteed. The unique 
user log-on ensures that any picking errors can be traced back to the name of the picker, to ensure further 
errors do not occur. The WCS is linked to the company's ERP system (we will deal with ERP in Chapter 14), 
such that once the order has been placed by a customer, computers manage the whole process from order 
placement to order despatch. 
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Question 
 
1) Why has the Howard Smith Paper Group invested so much capital in automating its inventory storage 

and control capabilities? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:382-383. Operations Management.  5th edition. 
England: FT Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 27: MANOR BAKERIES 
 
Inventory management is one of the most important operations management activities at Manor Bakeries, 
Europe's largest manufacturer of 'ambient' packaged cakes and pies, (Ambient means that they can be 
stored at room temperature.) Its brands include Lyons and Mr. Kipling. Its fleet of vans routinely restocks the 
shelves of thousands of small retailers and also distributes to major supermarkets, but here the re-ordering 
process is usually managed by the supermarket's own inventory management systems. Cakes are produced 
at four factories, on production lines, some of which are operated continuously. Although considerable 
effort is made to forecast sales accurately, there is always uncertainty. Yet there are limits to how much 
inventory can be used to compensate for demand fluctuations because supermarkets require products to be 
on their shelves for most of their shelf-life, allowing only a few days for Manor to transport, store and deliver 
the products.  
 
Input stocks of raw materials must also be carefully managed at each factory. Bulk ingredients such as flour 
and sugar are delivered to giant storage silos, but managing the hundreds of other ingredients (butter, nuts, 
dried fruits, pasteurized egg, etc.) is more complex. Some of these are not expensive but are used in huge 
volumes, while others are very expensive but usage is small. Some ingredients have a short shelf-life and 
have to be stored in special conditions. Some are easily available, others are specially imported and are on 
long lead times and fresh annual crops such as fruit can vary in quality and availability. Packaging is 
frequently changed to reflect new promotions and price changes. Yet running out of stock is serious. It can 
disrupt production schedules and lead to stock-outs of finished products, affecting both sales and customer 
relations, Inventory also occurs because of the way products are produced on the production lines, Although 
some products sell enough to warrant their own production lines, most lines have been designed to make a 
range of similar products. So products are made in batches, sufficient to last until the next production run. 
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Questions 
 
1) What are the factors which constitute inventory holding costs, order costs and stock-out costs at Manor 

Bakeries? 
2)  What makes its inventory planning and control so complex? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:393. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
 
CASE STUDY 28: TDG, SERVING THE WHOLE SUPPLY CHAIN 
 
TDG is a specialist in providing third-party logistics services to the growing number of manufacturers and 
retailers which choose not to do their own distribution. Instead they outsource to companies like TDG, which 
has operations spread across 250 sites' that cover the UK, Ireland, France, Spain, Poland and Holland, 
employs 8000 staff and uses 1600 vehicles. It provided European logistics services through its own 
operations in the Netherlands and Ireland and, with the support of alliance partners, in several other 
European companies.  
 
'There are a number of different types of companies providing distribution services,' says David Garman, Chief 
Executive Officer of TDG, 'each with different propositions for the market. At the simplest level, there are the 
"haulage" and "storage" businesses. These companies either move goods around or they store them in 
warehouses. Clients plan what has to be done and it is done to order. One level up from the haulage or 
storage operations are the physical distribution companies, which bring haulage and storage together. These 
companies collect clients' products, put them into storage facilities and deliver them to the end customer as 
and when required. After that there are the companies which offer contract logistics. As a contract logistics 
service provider you are likely to be dealing with the more sophisticated clients who are looking for better 
quality facilities and management and the capability to deal with more complex operations. One level further 
up is the market for supply chain management services. To do this you have to be able to manage supply 
chains from end to end, or at least some significant part of the whole chain. Doing this requires a much 
greater degree of analytical and modelling capability, business process reengineering and consultancy skills.'  
 
TDG, along with other prominent logistics companies, describes itself as a 'lead logistics provider' or LLP. This 
means it can provide the consultancy-led, analytical and strategic services integrated with a sound base of 
practical experience in running successful 'on-the-road' operations. 'In 1999 TDG was a UK distribution 
company,' says David Garman. 'Now we are a European contract logistics provider with a vision to becoming 
a full supply chain management company Providing such services requires sophisticated operations 
capability, especially in terms of information technology and management dynamism. Because our sites are 
physically dispersed with our vehicles at any time, spread around the motorways of Europe, IT is fundamental 
to this industry. It gives you visibility of your operation. We need the best operations managers, supported by 
the best IT.' 
 
Questions 
 
1)  Why do you think David Garman is moving TDG towards providing more sophisticated services to 

clients? 
2)  What are the risks in TDG's strategy? 
 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:414. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
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CASE STUDY 29: KLM CATERING SERVICES 
 
KLM Catering Services is the largest provider of aircraft catering and supply at Schiphol Airport near 
Amsterdam. Every day the company, which employs 1,200 people, prepares around 30,000 meals and 
'services' 250 flights for KLM and other operators. It is now far more than just a food-preparation operation; 
most of its activities involve organizing all on board services, equipment, food and drinks, newspapers, 
towels, earphones and so on. It also places considerable emphasis on working in unison with cleaning staff, 
baggage handlers and maintenance crews to ensure that the aircraft are prepared quickly for departure (fast 
set-ups). Normally, no more than 40 minutes are allowed for all these activities, so complete preparation 
and a well-ordered sequence of working is essential. These requirements for speed and total dependability 
would be difficult enough to achieve in a stable environment, but there is a wide range of uncertainties to be 
managed. Although KLM Catering Services is advised of the likely numbers of passengers for each flight 
(forecasts are given 11 days, 4 days and 24 hours in advance), the actual minimum number of passengers for 
each class is fixed only six hours before take-off (although numbers can still be increased after this, due to 
late sales). The agreed menus are normally fixed for six-month periods, but the actual requirements for each 
flight depend on the destination, the type of aircraft and the mix of passengers by ticket class. Finally, flight 
arrivals are sometimes delayed, putting pressure on everyone to reduce the turnaround time and upsetting 
work schedules.  
 
An additional problem is that, although KLM uses standardized items (such as food trolleys, cutlery, trays 
and disposables). other airlines have completely different requirements. The inventory of all this equipment 
is moved around with the planes. Some gets damaged or lost and it can easily accumulate at a remote 
airport. If an aircraft arrives without a full inventory of equipment and other items, the company is obliged 
to fill the gaps from its local inventory, which amounts to over 15,000 different items. 
 
Questions 
 

1)    Why would an airline use KLM Catering Services rather than organize its own onboard services? 
2)    What are the main operations objectives that KLM Catering Services must achieve in order to satisfy its 

customers? 
3)    Why is it important for airlines to reduce turnaround time when an aircraft lands? 

 
Source: Slack, N. Chambers, S. and Johnston, R. 2007:417. Operations Management.  5th edition. England: FT 
Prentice Hall: Pearson Education 
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ANNEXURE D:  SOLUTIONS TO AND FEEDBACK ON ASSIGNMENT 03 
 

ASSIGNMENT 03 SELF-ASSESSMENT 
 

This assignment for module MNO2601 covers the essay-type 
questions for all ten (10) topics and fourteen (14) study-units 

 
The assignment is applicable to both the first and second 
semesters. 

 
 
ESSAY-TYPE QUESTIONS 
 
QUESTION 1 (30 marks) 
 
Question 1.1 
This question asked you to describe the operations of both the Johannesburg International Airport and Pick 
’n Pay supermarkets by using the transformation model (see fig 1.3 on p 12 of your prescribed book).  Each 
of the examples is worth 10 marks.  The components of the transformation model which you should have 
identified are: inputs (both the transforming and transformed resources), the type or types of 
transformation process(es) (ie materials, information and/or customer/client processing), and the outputs 
(goods and services).  Your answers could have been in the form of a table as given below.  Note that only 
the example of the supermarket is provided here, but the airport example could be dealt with in the same 
way. 
 
Pick ’n Pay Supermarket 
Inputs - transformed resources [3x1 = 3 marks] 
Materials 
Goods for sale 
Foodstuffs 
 
(1 mark) 

Information 
Purchase and 
selling prices of 
items 
(1 mark) 

Customers/clients 
Buyers of goods and 
services 
 
(1 mark) 

Inputs - transforming resources [2x1 = 2 marks] 
Staff 
Sales staff, packers, till 
operators 
 
(1 mark) 

Facilities 
Shop floor, storage space, cash 
registers, transport vehicles 
(1 mark) 

 
Transformation process(es) [3x1 = 3 marks] 
Materials 
processing 
Display of goods, 
sales advice, trolley 
(1 mark) 

Information 
processing 
Sales register,  stock 
levels 
(1 mark) 

Customer/client 
processing 
 
 
(1 mark) 

 
 
 
Outputs [2x1 = 2 marks] 
Goods 
Foodstuffs, cleaning materials, 
fresh produce 
(1 mark) 

Services 
Parking facilities, créche 
 
(1 mark) 
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Your own assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 10 
(Example 1) 
Your own assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 10 
(Example 2) 
 
Subtotal: question 1.1 = ___ Marks out of 20 
 
Question 1.2 
This question asked you to describe how the cost of an operation (you could choose your own example) may 
be affected by the changing levels of performance of quality, speed, dependability and flexibility. You would 
have received one mark if you had explained the principle behind figure 2.10 on page 57 of your prescribed 
book.  Depending on the example you chose, four marks (1 mark each) would then have been awarded for 
your description of the effect on each of the four performance objectives. 
 
Your own assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 5 
 
Question 1.3 
This question asked you to describe the macro-perspective of productivity management and then discuss 
how it could be improved in South Africa. In your description of the macro-perspective of productivity 
management you should have pointed out that it deals primarily with productivity issues for a country as a 
whole (see the discussion in study unit 5 of topic 3 in your study guide). One mark would have been awarded 
for this part of your answer.  With regard to ways of improving productivity in South Africa, see again the 
discussion of the points listed by the NPI in your study guide (p57058). They include paying attention to the 
issues of creating a market-friendly social environment with stable macroeconomic conditions, investing in 
infrastructure projects and savings, trade promotion and exports, an efficient, functioning labour market, 
education and skills development, technical development and promoting small, medium and micro-
enterprises as the primary sources for new jobs.  Four marks would have been awarded for your discussion 
in this part of the question. 
 
Your own assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 5 
 
SUBTOTAL: QUESTION 1 
Your totals for questions 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3            = ___ Marks out of  30 
 
 
 
 
QUESTION 2                                                                 (30 marks) 
 
Question 2.1 
This question asked you to describe the micro-perspective on productivity management and then discuss 
how it could be improved in South Africa. In your description of the micro-perspective on productivity 
management you should have pointed out that it deals primarily with productivity issues within the 
individual business firm or enterprise (see the discussion in study unit 6 of topic 3 in your study guide). One 
mark was awarded for this part of your answer. With regard to ways of improving the productivity of South 
African businesses, take another look at the discussion in your study guide on managing productivity within 
the business enterprise. The discussion centres around the use of value-added productivity measurement 
and the DPA productivity measurement process to improve productivity within the individual business 
enterprise. Four marks were awarded for your discussion of this part of the question. 
 
The assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 5 
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Question 2.2 
This question asked you to describe the activity of designing a new product or service of your choice in terms 
of the transformed and transforming resources, the activity and the outputs. You should have used the 
discussion in chapter 5 of your prescribed book under the heading “The design activity is itself a process” as 
the basis for your answer. One mark was awarded first of all if you mentioned that the design activity in itself 
is a transformation process because it conforms to the basic input-transformation-output model. Four marks 
were then awarded depending on how well you discussed your own example in terms of the transformed 
resources, the transforming resources, the activity itself and the output(s). 
 
The assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 5 
 
 
 
Question 2.3 
This question required you to identify the type of layout that might be adopted firstly by an organisation like 
United Bank and secondly by a borehole drilling business and to explain your reasons for your choice. Each 
example was awarded 5 marks. In the case of United Bank, the basic layout type would depend on which 
part of the business operation we are focusing on. For example, in the hall in which we normally do our 
personal banking transactions, the overall layout would resemble a process layout type (customers/clients 
move around and make use of different services as and when required) but in other parts of the bank (eg the 
self-service cafeteria for staff) a product layout might be adopted. In the case of the borehole drilling 
operation, the only viable option would be a fixed-position layout where the drilling machine is taken to the 
place where a borehole is to be drilled. 
 
The assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 10 
 
 
Question 2.4 
This question required you to determine where a Hong Kong company, specialising in the manufacture of 
garden furniture should locate its operations. The decision can be quantified, as shown below, using the 
information supplied in the problem relating to the factors under consideration, their relative importance 
and the scores for the three locations. 
 
Factor Weight  Score  Results
 
 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

 
 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1½ 
1½ 

A 
 
60 
15 
30 
60 
50 
70 

B 
 
50 
70 
30 
20 
60 
20 

C 
 
80 
60 
70 
75 
55 
80 

A
 
180 
45 
30 
60 
75 
105 
 
495 

B
 
150 
210 
30 
20 
90 
30 
 
530 

C
 
240 
180 
70 
75 
82,5 
120 
 
767,5 

 
Note: The factors under consideration were numbered consecutively from factor (1) which refers to the cost of land up to 
factor (6) which refers to the expansion possibilities. Alternative A refers to Birmingham, B to Amsterdam and C to Belgrade. 
 
Based on the calculations above, the preferred location is thus alternative C, or Belgrade, because it has the 
highest weighted score of 767,5 marks. A half mark was awarded for correctly working out the weights for 
each alternative (ie ½ x 6 = 3 marks), two marks each for the three results of the weighted scores (ie 2 x 3 = 
6), and one mark for the final answer. 
 

 The assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 10 
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 SUBTOTAL: QUESTION 2 
  
 Your totals for questions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4     = ___ Marks out of  30 
 
  
 QUESTION 3                                                                 (30 marks) 
 
 Question 3.1 
  

This question required you to first do a calculation to determine the EOQ quantity, and secondly, to work out 
the reorder point at which an order should be placed based on the data given in the problem.   
The same basic EOQ formula as the one used in the example in your prescribed book should be used for the 
first calculation. 
 

 
EOQ       =      2CoD                                       (1 mark) 

                     Ch   
 
 
 =             2 x 250 x [86 x 250] 
      
          0,1 x 20       (2 marks) 
 
  
 =  2 318.40 packets of paper per year      (1 mark) 
 

 
The reorder point (ie the point at which the stock will fall to zero minus the order lead time) is 3 days (note: 
the order lead time, ie the time it takes between placing an order and receiving it, is given in the problem as 3 
days) [1 mark awarded].   
 
Perhaps it would be more meaningfully to work out the reorder level (the level which the inventory will have 
reached when a replenishment order needs to be placed).  If the demand rate is 86 packets per day and the 
lead time is 3 days, the reorder level will be when the remaining quantity of packages in inventory is 258. 

 
 Your own assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of  5 
 
  
 Question 3.2 

Part (a) of the question required you to draw up a product structure and indented bill of materials for the 
product. 
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Product structure (4 marks) 

 

 PRODUCT A 
lead time 2 weeks 

 

 

component B 
(1 per) 
lead time 1 week 

 component C 
(½ per) 
lead time 2 weeks 

 

D 
(1 per) 
LT= 2wk 

E 
(2 per) 
LT=3wk 

F 
(1 per) 
LT=1wk 

 G 
(½ per) 
LT=2wk 

H 
(3 per) 
LT=1wk 

 

Indented bill of materials (4 marks) 

Part: Product A 

Description: 

Level: 0 

Level 
 
0 
.1 
.1 
..2 
..2 
..2 
..2 
..2 

Part no 
 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

Description Lead time 
 
2 wk 
1 wk 
2 wk 
2 wk 
3 wk 
1 wk 
2 wk 
1 wk 

Quantity 
 
1 
1 
½ 
1 
2 
1 
½ 
3 

 

 

Part (b) of the question required you to draw up a gross materials requirements plan (without taking 
available stock into account) and part (c) a net materials requirements plan (taking available stock into 
account). The combined materials requirements plans follow below. Give yourself one mark per table if the 
quantity and time period of your planned order releases are correct. 
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Product A W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Gross requirements   100
Scheduled receipts   
On-hand inventory 20 20 20 20 20 20 0
Planned order release  80  

 

 

Component B W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Gross requirements  80  
Scheduled receipts   
On-hand inventory 20 20 20 20 0  
Planned order release  60  
Component C W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Gross requirements  40  
Scheduled receipts   
On-hand inventory 20 20 20 20 0  
Planned order release  20  

nent D W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Gross requirements  60  
Scheduled receipts   
On-hand inventory 20 20 20 0  
Planned order release  40  
Component E W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Gross requirements  120  
Scheduled receipts   
On-hand inventory 20 20 20 0  
Planned order release 100  
Component F W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Gross requirements  60  
Scheduled receipts   
On-hand inventory 20 20 20 0  
Planned order release  40  

 

Component G W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7
Gross requirements  10  
Scheduled receipts   
On-hand inventory 20 20 10  
Planned order release 0  
Component H W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7

Gross requirements  60  
Scheduled receipts   
On-hand inventory 20 20 0  
Planned order release  40  
 

 
[1 mark per table awarded 8 x 1  = 8 marks] 
 

 
Your own assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of 16 
 
 
Question 3.3 
 
This question asked you to discuss the implications of having too much or too little capacity for (i) the 
national train network of Transnet and (ii) a wine estate such as Nederburg. One mark would have been 
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awarded if you had first explained what is meant by the term “capacity” (ie you should have referred to the 
processing capabilities of the operation in terms of scale or volume and timing) and two marks if you had 
explained why it is important for production/operations management (ie providing the capability to satisfy 
the current and future demand of customers/clients is a fundamental POM responsibility). Three marks 
would then have been awarded for each of the examples. The implications of having too little capacity which 
you could have mentioned in the case of Transnet are: too few trains to meet demand, passengers 
inconvenienced by having to wait or use more expensive modes of transport, etcetera, while too much 
capacity could result in: expensive infrastructure under-utilised, the uneconomical provision of a service, 
etcetera.   
 
In the case of Nederburg, too little capacity could, for instance, mean that there is not sufficient equipment 
to process the grapes resulting in their being discarded, lost sales resulting in lower profitable performance, 
etcetera, while too much equipment capacity could mean: high cost investment in redundant or 
underutilised equipment, etcetera. 
 
Your own assessment of your answer = ___ Marks out of  9 
 
Subtotal: Question 3 
 
Your total for questions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 = ___ Marks out of 30 
 
TOTAL:  
Your totals for QUESTIONS 1, 2, 3                = _____ Marks out of 90 
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